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Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Deconstructing the Responsibility to ProtectCivil-Military Cooperation in International

Interventions Michael J. Butler, Clark University, USA
Series: Global Politics and the Responsibility to ProtectThe Role of Soldiers
This book interrogates the concept of the Responsibility to Protect (R2P) as a normative
construct and how the construction and promotion of this norm may have contributed
to a stagnation in humanitarian action.

Agata Mazurkiewicz
Series: Cass Military Studies
The book examines the challenges related to civil-military interaction in international
interventions by taking a closer look at the social role of those soldiers who engage in it

Routledge
Market: International Relations / Human Rights / Security Studies
June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 224ppthe most. The work will be of much interest to students of military studies, military sociology,

peacekeeping, security studies and International Relations, as well as military practitioners. Hb: 978-1-138-09566-3: £105.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138095663

Routledge
Market: Military Studies / Security Studies / International Relations
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 192pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74682-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15900-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367746827

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Defence Innovation and the 4th Industrial
Revolution

Conflict and Cooperation in Intelligence and
Security Organisations

Security Challenges, Emerging Technologies, and Military ImplicationsAn Institutional Costs Approach
Edited by Michael Raska, S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies, Nanyang
Technological University, Singapore, Katarzyna Zysk and Ian Bowers, Norwegian
Institute for Defence Studies, Norway

James Thomson, Brunel University, UK
Series: Studies in Intelligence
This book provides an institutional costs framework for
intelligence and security communities to examine the factors
that can encourage or obstruct cooperation. The book will be
of much interest to students of intelligence studies,
organisational studies, politics, and security studies.

Routledge

This book examines the implications of disruptive technologies of the Fourth Industrial
Revolution (4IR) on military innovation and the use of force. It provides an in-depth
understanding of how both large and small militaries are seeking to leverage 4IR emerging
technologies and the effects such technologies may have on future conflicts.

The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of the Journal of
Strategic Studies.

Routledge
Market: Military and Strategic Studies
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 200pp
Hb: 978-1-032-21398-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-26821-5Market: Intelligence Studies / Security Studies / Organisation Studies
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032213989November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 252pp

Hb: 978-0-367-61951-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-10723-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367619510

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Drones and Global OrderCyber Security Politics
Implications of Remote Warfare for International SocietySocio-Technological Transformations and Political Fragmentation
Edited by Paul Lushenko, Cornell University, USA, Srinjoy Bose, University of New
South Wales, Australia and William Maley, The Australian National University

Edited by Myriam Dunn Cavelty, ETH Zurich, Switzerland and Andreas Wenger, ETH
Zurich, Switzerland

Series: Contemporary Security StudiesSeries: CSS Studies in Security and International Relations
This book explores the implications of drone warfare for the legitimacy of global order. It
will be of great interest to students of security studies, global governance, and International
Relations.

This book examines new and challenging political aspects of cyber security and presents
it as an issue defined by socio-technological uncertainty and political fragmentation. It will
be of much interest to students of cyber-security, global governance, technology studies,
and International Relations. Routledge

Market: Security Studies / Global Governance / International RelationsRoutledge
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 288ppMarket: Cyber-Politics / Security Studies / International Relations
Hb: 978-0-367-68922-3: £120.00February 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 304pp
eBook: 978-1-003-13967-6Hb: 978-0-367-62674-7: £120.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367689223eBook: 978-1-003-11022-4

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367626747

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com
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Intelligence Agencies, Technology and Knowledge
Production

Emerging Technologies and International Stability
Edited by Todd S. Sechser, Neil Narang, University of
California Santa Barbara, USA and Caitlin Talmadge,
Georgetown University, USA.
Emerging technologies have inspired much speculative
commentary, but academic scholarship can improve the
discussion with disciplined theory-building and rigorous
empirics. This book aims to contribute to the debate by exploring
the role of technology – both military and non-military – in
shaping international security. Specifically, the contributors to
this edited volume aim to generate new theoretical insights into
the relationship between technology and strategic stability.

The chapters in this book, except for the Introduction and the
Conclusion, were originally published in the Journal of Strategic

Studies

Data Processing and Information Transfer in Secret Services during the
Cold War

Edited by Rüdiger Bergien, Federal University for Applied
Administrative Sciences, Germany, Debora Gerstenberger,
Freie Universität Berlin and Constantin Goschler,
Ruhr-University Bochum
Series: Studies in Intelligence
This volume examines intelligence services since 1945 in their
role as knowledge producers. This book will be of much interest
to students of intelligence studies, science and technology
studies, security studies and International Relations.

Routledge

Routledge
Market: Military and Strategic Studies
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 308pp
Hb: 978-1-032-01761-7: £120.00 Market: Intelligence Studies / Security Studies / International History
eBook: 978-1-003-17991-7 February 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 336pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032017617 Hb: 978-0-367-70639-5: £120.00

eBook: 978-1-003-14732-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367706395

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
International Negotiation and Political NarrativesHealth Security Intelligence
A Comparative StudyEdited by Michael S. Goodman, James M. Wilson and Filippa Lentzos

Health Security Intelligence introduces readers to the world of health security, to threats like
COVID-19, and to the many other incarnations of global health security threats and their

Edited by Fen Osler Hampson, Carleton University, Canada
and Amrita Narlikar, German Institute for Global and Area
Studies
Series: Routledge Studies in Security and Conflict Management
This book shows that political narratives can promote or thwart
the prospects for international cooperation and are major factors
in international negotiation processes in the 21st century. This
book will be of much interest to students of international
negotiation, economics, security studies and International
Relations.

implications for intelligence and national security. It is a landmark in efforts to develop a
multidisciplinary, empirically informed and policy-relevant approach to
intelligence-academia engagement in global health security that serves both the intelligence
community and scholars from a broad range of disciplines.

The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of the journal,
Intelligence and National Security.

Routledge
Market: Military and Strategic Studies
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 154pp
Hb: 978-1-032-15738-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-24548-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032157382

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Human Security and International Law

Routledge
Market: International Negotiation / Security Studies / International Relations 
February 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 304pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06648-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-06646-2: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20320-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032066486

Managing Security
Concepts and ChallengesThe Role of the United Nations

Edited by Laura R. Cleary and Roger Darby
Series: Cass Military Studies
This textbook is designed to be used by those tackling the
complex and challenging issues of security sector reform (SSR).
The book will be of much interest to students of security studies,
defence management and defence policy, as well as practitioners
in the field of security management.

Routledge

Emma McClean, University of Westminster, London, UK
Series: Routledge Studies in Human Security
This book evaluates how far the UN has embraced human security as a policy agenda and
explores its relevance for international law.
Routledge
Market: International Law / Security Studies / War and Conflict Studies
June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 208pp
Hb: 978-0-415-67851-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-315-88220-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415678513

Market: Military Studies / Security Studies / Defence Studies
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 268pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68351-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-68350-4: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13706-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367683511

Companion WebsiteNew in Paperbacke-InspectionComplimentary Exam Copy
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Routledge Handbook of Environmental SecurityMigration, Security, and Resistance

Edited by Richard A. Matthew, University of California Irvine,
USA, Evgenia Nizkorodov, University of California, Irvine,
USA and Crystal Murphy, Chapman University, USA
The Routledge Handbook on Environmental Security provides a
comprehensive, accessible and sophisticated overview of the
field of environmental security. It will be essential reading for
students of environmental studies, human security, global
governance, development studies, and international relations
in general.

Routledge

Global and Local Perspectives
Edited by Graham Hudson and Idil Atak
Series: Routledge Studies in Liberty and Security
This volume explores the digitization, privatization and spatial
displacement of border security and the effects this has on
political accountability and migrant rights. The book will be of
much interest to students of critical security studies, global
governance, migration studies, and International Relations.

Routledge

Market: Environmental Security / Development Studies / IR
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 362pp
Hb: 978-1-138-09229-7: £190.00

Market: Critical Security Studies / Migration / Global Governance eBook: 978-1-315-10759-2
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 272pp * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138092297
Hb: 978-0-367-52327-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-05852-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367523275

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Security through CooperationPolice-Building and the Responsibility to Protect
To the Same EndCivil society, gender and human rights culture in Oceania

Walter A. Kemp, Global Initiative against Transnational
Organized Crime, Switzerland
Series: Routledge New Diplomacy Studies
This book makes the case for why cooperation is the key to
security within and between states, and for dealing with complex
threats and challenges to international peace and security. This
book will be of particular interest to students of diplomacy
studies, foreign policy and International Relations, and to
practitioners dealing with security issues.

Routledge

Charles Hawksley, University of Wollongong, Australia. and Nichole Georgeou,
Australian Catholic University
Series: Global Politics and the Responsibility to Protect
This book examines how the UN and states provide assistance for the police services of
developing states to help them meet their human rights obligations to their citizens, under
the responsibility to protect (R2P) norms.
Routledge
Market: Asia-Pacific Politics / Peace and Conflict Studies / Human Rights
June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 224pp
Hb: 978-0-415-72932-1: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-315-85108-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415729321

Market: Diplomacy Studies / Foreign Policy / International Relations
January 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 140pp
Hb: 978-1-032-10217-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-10218-4: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21426-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032102177

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Security, Ethnography and DiscourseProsecutorial Discretion in the International

Criminal Court Transdisciplinary Encounters
Edited by Emma Mc Cluskey and Constadina CharalambousLegitimacy and the Politics of Justice
Series: Routledge Studies in Liberty and SecurityFarid Mohammed Rashid

Series: Contemporary Security Studies
This book provides the first scholarly investigation of
prosecutorial discretion in the International Criminal Court (ICC)
from an interdisciplinary perspective. This book will be of interest
to students of international law, global governance and
International Relations.

Routledge

This interdisciplinary book analyses different contexts in which security concerns have an
impact on institutional or everyday practices and routines in the lives of ordinary people. It
will be of much interest to students of critical security studies, anthropology, sociology,
sociolinguistics and International Relations in general.

Routledge
Market: Security Studies / Ethnography / International Relations
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 272pp
Hb: 978-0-367-53201-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-08090-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367532017

Market: International Law / Human Rights / International Relations
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 252pp
Hb: 978-0-367-77614-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-17208-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367776145

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com
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Understanding Russian Strategic Behavior
Imperial Strategic Culture and Putin’s Operational Code

Graeme P. Herd, George C. Marshall European Center for
Security Studies, Germany
Series: Contemporary Security Studies
This book examines the extent to which Russia’s strategic
behavior is the product of its imperial strategic culture and
Putin’s own operational code. This book will be of interest to
students of Russian politics and foreign policy, strategic studies
and International Relations.

Routledge
Market: Strategic Studies / Russian Foreign Policy / International Relatons
January 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 256pp
Hb: 978-0-367-20521-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-20522-5: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-429-26198-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367205218

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Understanding the Impact of Social Research on
the Military

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Survival October-November 2021: The Limits of
Power
Edited by The International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS)
Survival, the IISS’s bimonthly journal, challenges conventional wisdom and brings fresh, 
often controversial, perspectives on strategic issues of the moment.

Routledge
Market: Strategic Studies / IR
October 2021: 248pp
Pb: 978-1-032-01834-8: £11.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032018348

2nd Edition
The Routledge Handbook of Civil-Military Relations

Edited by Florina Cristiana Matei, Carolyn Halladay and
Thomas C. Bruneau
This 2nd edition of The Routledge Handbook of Civil-Military
Relations offers a wide-ranging, internationally focused overview
of the field of civil-military relations. The handbook will be
essential reading for students and practitioners in the fields of
civil-military relations, defense studies, war and conflict studies,
international security, and IR in general.

Routledge

Reflections and Critiques
Edited by Eyal Ben-Ari, Helena Carreiras, ISCTE-University
Institute of Lisbon, Portugal and Celso Castro
Series: Cass Military Studies
This book seeks to chart and evaluate the impact of social
research on the military itself. The book will be of interest to
students of military studies, sociology, organisational studies,
psychology and political science.

Routledge

Market: Military Studies / War and Conflict Studies / Sociology
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 406pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54042-5: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-003-08422-8
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-415-78273-9 Market: Military Studies / Sociology / Research Methods
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367540425 November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 150pp

Hb: 978-0-367-76031-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-16521-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367760311

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Western Intervention and Informal PoliticsUnderstanding EU-NATO Cooperation
Simulated Statebuilding and Failed ReformsHow Member-States Matter
Troels Burchall HenningsenNele Marianne Ewers-Peters, Johns Hopkins SAIS, USA
Series: Routledge Studies in Intervention and StatebuildingSeries: Routledge Studies in European Security and Strategy
This book examines the political and military dynamic between threatened local regimes
and Western powers, and argues that the power of informal politics forces local regimes

This book examines the development of cooperation between the EU and NATO, two key
non-state actors in the European security architecture. The book will be of much interest

to simulate statebuilding. It will be of much interest to students of statebuilding,
international intervention, counter-insurgency, civil wars and International Relations.

to students of European defence policy, international organisations, and security studies
in general.

RoutledgeRoutledge
Market: Statebuilding and Intervention / Security Studies / International RelationsMarket: European Union Policy / Security Studies / International Relations
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 224ppDecember 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 220pp
Hb: 978-1-032-07007-0: £120.00Hb: 978-0-367-77159-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-20497-8eBook: 978-1-003-17006-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032070070* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367771591

Companion WebsiteNew in Paperbacke-InspectionComplimentary Exam Copy
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Reconciling Divided StatesDe Facto States and Land-for-Peace Agreements
Peace Processes in Ireland and KoreaTerritory and Recognition at Odds?
Edited by Dong Jin Kim, Trinity College Dublin, Ireland and David Mitchell, Trinity
College Dublin, Ireland

Eiki Berg, University of Tartu, Estonia and Shpend Kursani, Leiden University, The
Netherlands

Series: Routledge Studies in Peace and Conflict ResolutionSeries: Routledge Studies in Intervention and Statebuilding
This book offers a distinctive perspective on peace processes by comparatively analysing
two cases which have rarely been studied in tandem, Ireland and Korea. It will be of interest

This book presents an analytical framework which assesses how 'land-for-peace' agreements
can be achieved in the context of territorial conflicts between de facto states and their

to students of Peace and Conflict Studies, Irish Politics, Korean Politics, and International
Relations.

respective parent states. It will be of much interest to students of statebuilding, state
formation, secessionism, political geography and international relations.

RoutledgeRoutledge
Market: Peacebuilding / Conflict Resolution / International RelationsMarket: Peace and Conflict Studies / Geography / International Relations
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 240ppDecember 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 194pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51530-0: £120.00Hb: 978-0-367-48513-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-05427-6eBook: 978-1-003-04143-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367515300* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367485139

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Rethinking Post-Disaster RecoveryEU Missions and Peacebuilding
Socio-Anthropological Perspectives on Repairing EnvironmentsBuilding Peace through the Common Security and Defence Policy

Edited by Laura Centemeri, CNRS, France, Sezin Topçu,
CNRS, France and J. Peter Burgess, Ecole Normale
Superieure, Paris, France
Series: Routledge New Security Studies
This book presents an original interdisciplinary approach to the
study of the so-called ‘recovery phase’ in disaster management,
centered on the notion of repairing. The book will be of much
interest to students of disaster management, sociology,
anthropology, law and philosophy.

Vladimir Kmec
Series: Routledge Studies in European Security and Strategy
This book analyses the EU’s approach to peacebuilding in its Common Security and Defence
Policy (CSDP) missions, and explores how this impacts on the EU’s role in international
conflict management. It will be of interest to students of European security, peace and
conflict studies, security studies and international relations.

Routledge
Market: European Security / Peacebuilding / International Relations
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 192pp
Hb: 978-1-032-05728-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-19890-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032057286

Dummy text to keep placeholder

Routledge
Market: Disaster Management / Science and Technology Studies / Sociology 
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 254pp
Hb: 978-1-032-02713-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-18478-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032027135

Understanding Humanitarian ProtectionInteractive Peacemaking
Noele Crossley
This textbook provides an introduction to humanitarian
protection, a field of study concerned with international
responses to armed conflict, political violence, and humanitarian
crises. Divided into three parts, covering the origins of the
humanitarian regime, the actors involved, and the responsibilities
of the actors, it offers an accessible entry point into the major
contemporary debates. This book will be of much interest to
students of human protection, humanitarianism, the
Responsibility to Protect, human security, peacekeeping, and
International Relations.

Routledge
Market: Humanitarian Intervention / Peace and Conflict Studies / International Relations
March 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 192pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43951-4: £120.00

A People-Centered Approach
Susan H. Allen, George Mason University, USA
Series: Routledge Studies in Peace and Conflict Resolution
This book examines the theory and practice of interactive
peacemaking, centering the role of people in making peace.
This book will be of much interest to students and practitioners
of peacemaking, conflict resolution, South Caucasus politics and
International Relations.

Routledge
Market: Peacebuilding / Conflict Resolution / International Relations

Pb: 978-0-367-43950-7: £32.99January 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 176pp
eBook: 978-1-003-00667-1Hb: 978-1-032-03790-5: £120.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367439514eBook: 978-1-003-18900-8

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032037905
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Making Sense of Radicalization and Violent
Extremism

China’s Soft War on Terror
Space-Making Processes of Securitization

Tianyang Liu, Wuhan University, China
Series: Routledge Critical Terrorism Studies
This book explores how the Chinese government reasserts its
control and management of public spaces as part of its overall
counter-terrorism strategy. This book will be of interest to
students of critical terrorism studies, Chinese studies, human
geography, and security studies.

Routledge

Interviews and Conversations
Edited by Mitja Sardoč, Educational Research Institute, Slovenia
Series: Routledge Critical Terrorism Studies
This volume brings together interviews with leading scholars to discuss some of the most
important issues associated with radicalization, violent extremism and terrorism. It will be
of much interest to students of terrorism studies, radicalisation, violent extremism, security
studies and International Relations, in general.

Routledge
Market: Terrorism Studies / Violent Extremism / Security Studies
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 208pp
Hb: 978-1-032-10220-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-21427-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032102207

Market: Terrorism Studies / Chinese Studies / Security Studies
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 200pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76462-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-16713-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367764623

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Women, Violence, and the Islamic StateCollective Jihadist (De-)Radicalization
Resurrecting the Caliphate through FemicideTheory and Cases of Violent Extremist Behavior
V.G. Julie RajanScott Nicholas Romaniuk, University of Alberta, Canada, Eugenio Dacrema, University

of Trento, Italy and Daniel Koehler, German Institute on Radicalization and
De-radicalization Studies (GIRDS), Germany

Series: Contemporary Terrorism Studies
This book explores the self-proclaimed Islamic State’s (IS) perspectives on and violence
against women.Series: Routledge Studies in Countering Violent Extremism

This book provides a homogeneous theoretical framework on radicalization and
de-radicalization based on previous literature and several original elements; this framework
is then applied to three different historical scenarios.

Routledge
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 288pp
Hb: 978-1-138-20009-8: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-315-51525-0

CRC Press * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138200098
Market: Security Studies / Terrorism Studies
June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 200pp
Hb: 978-1-498-75922-9: £115.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781498759229

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Counterterrorism Strategies in Egypt
Permanent Exceptions in the War on Terror

Ahmed M. Abozaid, University of St Andrews, UK
Series: Routledge Critical Terrorism Studies
This book reveals how counterterrorism discourses and practices
became the main tool of a systematic violation of human rights
in Egypt after the Arab Uprising. This book will be of much
interest to students of terrorism studies, critical terrorism studies,
discourse theory, Middle Eastern politics, decoloniality, and
International Relations.

Routledge
Market: Critical Terrorism Studies / Middle Eastern Politics / Human Rights
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 208pp
Hb: 978-0-367-71463-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15216-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367714635
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Incomplete Secession after Unresolved Conflicts
Political Order and Escalation in the Post-Soviet Space

Ana Maria Albulescu
Series: Routledge Studies in Statehood
This book analyses cases of incomplete secession after separatist
wars and what this means for relations between central
governments and de facto states. The book will be of much
interest to students of secession, statehood, conflict studies,
democratisation, post-Soviet politics and International Relations
in general.

Routledge
Market: Statehood Studies / Soviet Studies / International Relations
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 254pp
Hb: 978-1-032-04858-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-19493-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032048581

Dummy text to keep placeholder
NATO in the Cold War and After
Contested Histories and Future Directions
Edited by Sergey Radchenko, Timothy Andrews Sayle and Christian Ostermann
This book examines episodes in NATO’s history from the founding of the North Atlantic
Alliance in 1949 to its transition to the post-Cold War order in the 1990s, with an eye to
better understanding its present and its future. It will be of great value to scholars, students
and policymakers interested in Politics, International Studies, Global Affairs and Public
Policy.

The chapters were originally published as a special issue of Journal of Strategic Studies

Routledge
Market: Military and Strategic Studies
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 294pp
Hb: 978-1-032-17061-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-25163-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032170619

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Neighborhood Resilience and Urban Conflict
The Four Loops Model

Karina V. Korostelina, George Mason University, USA
Series: Routledge Studies in Peace and Conflict Resolution
This book explores resilience in urban neighborhoods affected
by chronic conflict and violence, developing a new model for
developing resilience. The book will be of much interest to
students of conflict resolution, resilience, urban studies and US
politics.

Routledge

Aspects of War
James Gow, King's College London, UK
This volume examines the concept and phenomenon of war through a variety of lenses.

This book will be essential reading for students of war studies and strategic studies, and 
recommended reading for students of military history, security studies and IR.

Routledge
Market: War Studies / Military and Strategic Studies
June 2022: 7.44 x 9.69: 208pp
Hb: 978-1-138-48998-1: £110.00
Pb: 978-1-138-49001-7: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-351-03630-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138489981

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Conflict Propaganda in Syria
Narrative Battles
Oliver Boyd-Barrett
This book investigates rival narratives about the conflict in Syria from 2011 onwards. It will 
be of much interest to students of media and communication studies, propaganda studies, 
Middle Eastern politics, and International Relations in general.

Routledge
Market: Media and Communication Studies / Middle Eastern Politics / International Relations 
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 304pp
Hb: 978-0-367-69747-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-14307-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367697471

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Ending War
A Dialogue across Disciplines
Edited by Chiara De Franco, Anders Engberg-Pedersen and Martin Mennecke
Ending War: A Dialogue across Disciplines examines how wars end from a multidisciplinary 
perspective and includes enquiries into the politics of war, the laws of war, and the military 
and intellectual history of war.

The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of The Journal of 
Strategic Studies

Routledge
Market: Military and Strategic Studies
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 146pp
Hb: 978-1-032-14886-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-24159-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032148861

Market: Conflict Resolution / Resilience / Urban Studies
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 190pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06084-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-20064-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032060842
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New Interventionist Just War Theory
A Critique

Jordy Rocheleau, Austin Peay State University, USA
Series: Routledge Studies in Intervention and Statebuilding
This book offers a systematic critique of recent interventionist
just war theories, which have made the recourse to force easier
to justify. The book will be of much interest to students of just
war theory, international interventions, ethics, and International
Relations.

Routledge
Market: International Intervention / Ethics / Security Studies
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 254pp
Hb: 978-0-367-61528-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-10538-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367615284

Dummy text to keep placeholder
The Empathetic Soldier
Kevin Cutright
This book shows the contribution that empathy can and should make to the proper conduct
of war. This work clarifies the concept by considering recent philosophical, psychological,
and neuroscientific research, and demonstrates the relevance of empathy to the tactical
and strategic demands of war. This book will be of much interest to students of the ethics
of war, psychology, and military studies generally.

Routledge
Market: Ethics Philosophy / Military Studies / Psychology
February 2022: 5.5 x 8.5: 96pp
Hb: 978-1-032-16341-3: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-24813-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032163413
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The International Organization for Migration in
North Africa

Constructing the East African Community
Diffusion from African and European Regional Organizations
Mariel Reiss Making International Migration Management
Series: New Regionalisms Series Inken Bartels, University of Osnabrück, Germany.
This book provides a systematic analysis of the establishment and decision-making processes
concerning the institutional design of the East African Community (EAC) throughout the

Series: Interventions
This book examines the International Organization for Migration’s (IOM) practices of
international migration management and studies current transformations of migration

1990s and discusses to what extent these were impacted and inspired by other regional
organizations from Africa and Europe. This work will be of particular interest to scholars

governance and the role of International Organizations outside Europe. This book advancesand students of regional and international organizations, international relations, multilevel
governance approaches as well as diffusion literature. our understanding of the complex and ambivalent practices of controlling migration

through information, protection and repatriation, and the implications of ubiquitous but
Routledge under-researched institutions, such as the IOM. It will appeal to postgraduates, researchers,
Market: Politics and academics in IR theory, border and migration studies, international political sociology,

international organizations and contemporary politics in North Africa.
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-032-01595-8: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-17925-2 Routledge
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032015958 Market: Politics

December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 280pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06854-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-20416-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032068541

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
The Politics of Peacebuilding in AfricaMarx and Lenin in Africa and Asia

Edited by Thomas Kwasi Tieku, King's University College at
Western University, Canada, Amanda Coffie, University of
Ghana, Ghana, Mary Boatemaa Setrana, University of Ghana,
Ghana and Akin Taiwo, King’s University College at Western
University, Canada
Series: Routledge Studies in African Politics and International
Relations
This interdisciplinary book brings together innovative chapters
that address the entire spectrum of the African peacebuilding
landscape and showcases findings from original studies on
peacebuilding. It will be of key interest to scholars and students
of African politics, peace and security studies, regional

Socialism(s) and Socialist Legacies
Edited by Harry Verhoeven
Series: ThirdWorlds
This volume brings together anthropologists, historians and
political scientists from around the world to reflect on three
great challenges which various types of socialists in Africa and
Asia have had to simultaneously contend with in their
articulations of liberation: how to build up empirical and juridical
statehood, how to forge a nation after colonial divide-and-rule,
and how to position themselves in an international order not of
their making.

The chapters in this book were originally published as a special
issue of Third World Quarterly organizations, development studies, state-building, and more broadly to international

relations, public policy, diplomacy, international organizations, and the wider social sciences.
Routledge

RoutledgeMarket: Politics
Market: African Politics and SecurityNovember 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 206pp
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 278ppHb: 978-1-032-13079-8: £120.00
Hb: 978-1-032-03492-8: £120.00eBook: 978-1-003-22756-4
eBook: 978-1-003-18758-5* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032130798
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032034928

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Region-Building in West Africa
Convergence and Agency in ECOWAS
Emmanuel A. Balogun, Webster University, USA
Series: New Regionalisms Series
This book examines the role of the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS)
practitioners in coordinating, creating, and managing regional governance practices in
the areas of public health, peace and security, and micro-financial integration. It examines
the role of bureaucratic actors in the ECOWAS in harmonizing regional integration policy
in West Africa. This work will prove useful to scholars of regionalism, region-building and
institutions and to those studying West Africa more specifically.

Routledge
Market: Politics
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 152pp
Hb: 978-1-138-34832-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-429-43673-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138348325
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Historic Firsts in U.S. ElectionsCitizenship after Trump
Trailblazing Candidates in Gubernatorial, Congressional, and Mayoral
Campaigns

Democracy versus Authoritarianism in a Post-Pandemic Era
Bradley S. Klein, Independent and Scott G. Nelson, Virginia Tech, USA
In this book, Bradley S. Klein and Scott G. Nelson explore the meaning of community in the
context of intense political polarization, the surge of far-right nationalism and deepening

Edited by Evelyn M. Simien
Series: Race, Ethnicity, and Gender in Politics and Policy

divisions during the coronavirus pandemic. With both Trumpism and the ongoing
Featuring original chapters by respected scholars and practitioners, this bookexamines
barrier-breaking figures across various types of elective offices and constituent groups.

coronavirus pandemic greatly testing American democracy, the authors examine the
political, economic and cultural challenges that remain after the Trump administration’s

These change agents on the campaign trail become lighting rods for more liberal policies,exceedingly inept leadership response. Citizenship after Trump constitutes a valuable and
and their candidacies are tied to questions of representation, electability, andtimely resource for self-critical analysis and will stimulate focused discussions about as-of-yet

unexplored regions of America’s political history. performance. For students of politics across the curriculum, this book expands the theoretical
capacity of intersectionality research and links it to voter mobilization and electoral success.

Routledge
RoutledgeMarket: Politics / Current Affairs
April 2022: 6 x 9: 152ppApril 2022: 6 x 9: 176pp
Hb: 978-1-032-10156-9: £120.00Hb: 978-1-032-21483-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-10152-1: £34.99Pb: 978-1-032-21482-5: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21392-5eBook: 978-1-003-26874-1

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032214832

Dummy text to keep placeholder

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032101569

2nd Edition
Political Advertising in the United StatesComparative Federalism and Covid-19

Erika Franklin Fowler, Michael M. Franz and Travis N.
Ridout
Political Advertising in the United States examines the volume,
distribution, content, and effects of political advertising in federal
elections. The book considers the role of television ads using
extensive data on ad airings on local broadcast stations. It also
discusses digital ads, including ads on Facebook, Instagram,
Google, and YouTube.

Routledge

Combating the Pandemic
Edited by Nico Steytler, University of the Western Cape,
South Africa
Series: Routledge Studies in Federalism and Decentralization
This comprehensive scholarly book on comparative federalism
and the Covid-19 pandemic is written by some of the world’s
leading federal scholars and national experts. The value of the
book lies in understanding how the Covid-19 pandemic affected
federal dynamics and how it may have changed them, as well
as providing useful lessons for how to combat such pandemics
in federal countries in the future. It will be of great interest to
students and scholars of politics and international relations,
comparative federalism, and disaster management.

Market: Politics
Routledge November 2021: 6 x 9: 198pp
Market: Politics / Federalism Hb: 978-0-367-76149-3: £120.00
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 454pp Pb: 978-0-367-76147-9: £34.99
Hb: 978-0-367-76397-8: £120.00 eBook: 978-1-003-16571-2
Pb: 978-0-367-76396-1: £34.99 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367761493
eBook: 978-1-003-16677-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367763978

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Racial Attitudes in America TodayCongressional Challengers
One Nation, Still DividedCandidate Quality in U.S. Elections to Congress
Clarissa Peterson, DePauw University, USA and Emmitt Y. Riley, III, DePauw University,
USA

Costas Panagopoulos, Fordham University, USA
In this book, Costas Panagopoulos examines patterns of
candidate emergence in congressional elections over the past
half-century, specifically, the quality of challengers who seek to
unseat U.S. House incumbents, as measured by prior political
experience. Looking at factors including campaign spending,
district-level partisan composition, and institutional reforms such
as term limits, Panagopoulos assesses reasons and potential
consequences for these developments over time.  For students
and scholars of the US Congress and elections, this book
addresses public concern about representation as well.

Routledge

Series: Routledge Series on Identity Politics
In this book Clarissa Peterson and Emmitt Y. Riley, III dive into how racial attitudes change
and inform political decisions. The authors use racial resentment, black blame, and racial
identity to investigate the extent to which racial attitudes influence vote choice, evaluations
of Black Lives Matter, and attitudes toward public policies. Moving the conversation beyond
the study of Blacks and Whites, the book unpack the potency of racial attitudes among
Asians, Blacks, Hispanics, and Whites. This book is essential reading for educators wanting
to understand racial resentment in America and undergraduate students in the fields of
political science, sociology, history, and psychology.

Routledge
Market: Politics / U.S. Politics / Race

Market: Politics April 2022: 6 x 9: 160pp
December 2021: 6 x 9: 148pp Hb: 978-0-367-70672-2: £120.00
Hb: 978-1-138-05787-6: £105.00 Pb: 978-0-367-70671-5: £34.99
Pb: 978-0-367-75441-9: £34.99 eBook: 978-1-003-14747-3
eBook: 978-1-315-16464-9 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367706722
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138057876
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The Biden PresidencyRhetoric, Media, and the Narratives of US Foreign

Policy Stephen J. Wayne
From a tortured transition to a raging pandemic, a fragile
economy, and national and international insecurity, Biden
entered office at a fraught  time. Confronting a nation divided
sharply along political, cultural, and socio-demographic lines,
Biden and Harris promised to unify the country, change the tone
in Washington, mend fences with allies, and "build back better"
a world assailed from stem to stern. This book assesses the
successes and shortfalls of the Biden administration’s first year,
putting all in perspective of the current state of democracy in
America.  This book will appeal broadly to citizens, media, and
general interest readers in the US and abroad.

Making Enemies
Adam Lusk, Rosemont College, USA
Series: Routledge Studies in US Foreign Policy
Recent literature on threat inflation, securitization, and critical security studies returned to
the concept of "threat." Building on this renewed conceptual attention, this book examines
why and how policy makers and other public figures in the US, in particular the President,
convince the public about a threat and will be of interest to students and academics in
the disciplines of political science, international relations, foreign policy, security studies
and contemporary history.

Routledge
Market: Politics
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 218pp
Hb: 978-0-367-36758-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-429-35123-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367367589

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Tensions of American Federal Democracy
Fragmentation of the State

Jared Sonnicksen, Technical University of Darmstadt,
Germany
Series: Federalism Studies
Tensions of American Federal Democracy uses an original analytical
framework combined with comparative perspectives —
including those of other modern federal democracies — to
explore the jigsaw puzzle that is the state of American federal
democracy. This book will appeal to students and scholars of
political science, American government and constitutional
politics, federalism, comparative politics and political theory.

Routledge
Market: Federalism / US Politics
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 300pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06745-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-06744-5: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20367-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032067452

8th Edition 
Texas Politics
Governing the Lone Star State

Cal Jillson, Southern Methodist University Southern
Methodist University, Dallas, USA
This text helps instructors prepare their students to master the
origin and development of the Texas Constitution, the structure
and powers of state and local government in Texas, how Texas
fits into the U.S. federal system, as well as political participation,
the electoral process, and public policy in Texas.

Routledge

Routledge
Market: Politics
February 2022: 6 x 9: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-032-01068-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-01007-6: £18.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17697-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032010687

4th Edition
The Development of the American Presidency
Richard J. Ellis, Willamette University, USA
Through comprehensive and in-depth coverage, Richard Ellis looks at how the presidency 
has evolved in relation to the public, to Congress, to the executive branch, and to the law, 
showing at every step how different aspects of the presidency have followed distinct 
trajectories of change. This fully updated new edition includes coverage of the Trump 
presidency, the first year of the Biden presidency, discussions of political polarization, 
changes in the judiciary, and proposed reforms.

Routledge
Market: Politics * American History
May 2022: 6 x 9: 640pp
Hb: 978-1-032-07004-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-07001-8: £68.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20496-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032070049

Dummy text to keep placeholder

The Fiscal Health of U.S. Cities
Craig S. Maher, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, Illinois, USA, Steven C. Deller, 
University of Wisconsin-Madison, USA, Bruce D. McDonald III, North Carolina State 
University, USA and Sungho Park, University of Alabama, USA
An in-depth assessment of the fiscal health of cities throughout the U.S., this text examines 
the tools currently available to cities for designing a revenue structure, measuring fiscal 
condition, and measuring fiscal health. It explains how artificial policies such as tax and 
expenditure limitations influence fiscal policies and how communities can overcome 
socioeconomic and state-policy barriers to post strong fiscal conditions. It also includes a 
CD with forecasting techniques and calculators. This authors go beyond simple theory to 
use actual financial, demographic and TEL data from the newly available Government 
Financial Officers Association survey.

Market: Politics
December 2021: 364pp

Routledge
Market: Public Administration / Public Policy
June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 200pp
Hb: 978-1-439-85471-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-429-27076-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781439854716

Hb: 978-1-032-01589-7: £160.00
Pb: 978-1-032-01587-3: £62.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17921-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032015897
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The Transformation of American Political Culture
and the Impact on Foreign Strategy
PAN Yaling
Series: China Perspectives
This book examines the interplay between political culture and diplomatic strategy in the 
U.S., revealing the transformation of American political culture and its impact on the 
country's foreign strategy. The title will be a valuable reference for academic and general 
readers interested in American politics, U.S. diplomatic strategy, and international relations.

Routledge
Market: US Politics / US Diplomatic Strategy / International Relations
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-032-18438-8: £130.00
eBook: 978-1-003-25453-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032184388

6th Edition
The United Nations in the 21st Century

Karen A. Mingst, Margaret P. Karns and Alynna J. Lyon
This book provides a comprehensive yet accessible introduction
to the UN. It explores the historical, institutional, and theoretical
foundations of the UN as well as major global trends and
challenges facing the organization today, including changing
major power dynamics, new threats to peace and security, the
migration and refugee crises, the COVID-19 pandemic, and the
existential challenges of climate change and sustainability. This
popular text is the perfect reference for all students and
practitioners of international organizations, global governance,
and international relations.

Routledge
Market: Politics
February 2022: 7 x 10: 424pp
Hb: 978-0-367-48153-7: £120.00

Dummy text to keep placeholder
U.S. Power and the Social State in Brazil
Legal Modernization in the Global South
Júlio Cattai
Series: Routledge Studies in US Foreign Policy
The book analyzes the elite-led efforts to transform the Brazilian legal order in the period 
between 1930-1975 and how US Power played a major role in such a process. Besides the 
global circulation of ideas and institutions, the book discusses the Brazilian institutional 
development in the period. Covering five decades of history and offering a transnational 
approach involving the U.S. hegemonic role in Brazil, this book will be of interest to scholars 
and students of law, US foreign policy, area studies and international relations.

Routledge
Market: Politics
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 224pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64316-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-12394-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367643164

2nd Edition 
US Foreign Policy in Action
An Innovative Teaching Text
Jeffrey S. Lantis and Patrick Homan
This book represents a timely exploration of the dynamics of United States foreign policy 
development. It introduces historical developments and theories of U.S. foreign policy and 
engages students in the politics and debates of the foreign policy process (both directly, 
and by proxy) through innovative learning exercises. This book offers a rich understanding 
of the politics behind clashing perspectives towards contemporary foreign policy 
challenges ranging from immigration policy controversies to COVID-19 pandemic 
responses, climate change to the China trade war. The book is intended to serve as a 
core text for classes on U.S. foreign policy and will appeal to a broad audience.

Routledge
February 2022: 6 x 9: 400pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62531-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-61602-1: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10957-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367625313Pb: 978-0-367-48155-1: £32.99

eBook: 978-1-003-03826-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367481537

Dummy text to keep placeholder
The United States and Greek-Turkish Relations
The Guardian’s Dilemma
Spyros Katsoulas
Series: Routledge Studies in US Foreign Policy
This book examines the role of the United States in Greek-Turkish relations and fills an
important gap in alliance theory regarding the Guardian’s Dilemma. Katsoulas explores
how the US responded to the guardian’s dilemma in six crises during the Cold War, pursuing
a policy of dual restraint to prevent an intra-alliance conflict, mitigate the consequences
of each crisis, and maintain effective control of the Rimland Bridge. The book examines
from a neoclassical-realist standpoint how the US responded to each Greek-Turkish crisis,
for what reasons, and with what results. It will be of interest to scholars of foreign policy,
security studies, geopolitics and international relations.

Routledge
Market: Politics
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 230pp
Hb: 978-1-032-12337-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-22418-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032123370
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Developmental Citizenship in ChinaChina and Africa in Global Context
Economic Reform, Social Governance, and Chinese Post-SocialismEncounters, Policy, Cooperation and Migration

Edited by Chang Kyung-Sup, Seoul National University,
South Korea
This book offers the very first collaborative analysis of various
conditions and aspects of developmental citizenship in China
and its practical and ideological implications for Chinese
post-socialism. A careful and comprehensive observation of
post-Mao China in citizenship perspective reveals the practical
centrality of developmental citizenship in post-socialist social
governance.

The chapters in this book were originally published as a special
issue of the Citizenship Studies

Routledge

LI Anshan
Series: China Perspectives
This title studies the relationship between China and Africa by reviewing this history and
current state of interactions, offering a valuable addition to the often heated and contentious
debate surrounding China's engagement in Africa from a Chinese angle. The insights in
this book as well as real life case studies will make this work an indispensable reference for
academics, students, policy makers and general readers who are interested in international
issues and area studies, especially China-Africa relations, China's rise and African
development.

Routledge
Market: International Relations / Sino-Africa Relations / Africa Development / Cooperation / Migration
February 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 592pp
Hb: 978-1-032-11499-6: £200.00
eBook: 978-1-003-22015-2 Market: Politics
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032114996 November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 126pp

Hb: 978-1-032-11397-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-21973-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032113975

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
East Asia, Peacekeeping Operations, and
Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief

China and the Pursuit of Harmony in World Politics
Understanding Chinese International Relations Theory
Adam Grydehøj and Ping Su Edited by Catherine Jones and Garren Mulloy

Focusing on East Asia, this collection explores the paradox of
functional regional cooperation in the areas of humanitarian
assistance, disaster relief, and UN Peacekeeping operations, in
a context of increasing regional tensions and threats.

The chapters in this book were originally published as a special
issue of the Australian Journal of International Affairs.

Routledge

Series: China Perspectives
Focusing on the role of harmony in Chinese international relations (IR) theory, this book
seeks to illuminate Chinese understandings of world politics and foreign policy. This work
will be a valuable reference for scholars, students, policymakers, and general readers
interested in Chinese politics, Chinese foreign policy, Chinese IR theory, and ancient Chinese
philosophy.

Routledge
Market: Chinese International Ralations Theory / China's Foreign Policy / Chinese Political Thoughts
November 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 84pp
Hb: 978-1-032-19466-0: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-25979-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032194660

Market: Politics/International Relations
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 122pp
Hb: 978-1-032-01574-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-17916-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032015743

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Routledge Handbook on China–Middle East
Relations

COVID-19, Familism, and South Korean Governance
Jai Chang Park
This book traces the factors that contributed to the success in
controlling the COVID-19 pandemic in South Korea, and identifies
the concept of familism as a major environmental factor. It will
be of interest to scholars and students of governance, crisis
management, civil society, and citizen’s participation in public
administration international relations, Asian studies, and cultural
studies and Confucianism.

Routledge

Edited by Jonathan Fulton, Zayed University, UAE
This handbook brings together a mix of established and
emerging international scholars to provide valuable analytical
insights as to how China’s growing Middle East presence affects
intra-regional development, trade, security, and diplomacy. This
volume is an essential reference for scholars and policy makers
in the fields of international relations, political sociology,
international political economy, and foreign policy analysis. Area
studies specialists in Middle Eastern Studies, China Studies, and
East Asian Studies will also find it an invaluable resource.

Routledge
Market: Politics Market: Politics
October 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 78pp December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 432pp
Hb: 978-1-032-14716-1: £45.00 Hb: 978-0-367-47270-2: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-003-24070-9 eBook: 978-1-003-03452-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032147161 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367472702
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The Disruptive Impact of Lethal Autonomous
Weapons Systems Diffusion

South Asia
Boundaries, Borders and Beyond

Edited by Dhananjay Tripathi and Sanjay Chaturvedi
This collection of meticulously researched, theoretically informed,
case studies from South Asia provides useful insights into
bordering, ordering and othering narratives as practices and
performances that are intricately entangled with identity politics
and security discourses. It shows how a sharper focus on
subterranean subregionalism(s), border communities, popular
geopolitics of enmity, and transborder challenges to
sustainability, could open up spaces for new multiple
(re)imaginings of borders at diverse scales and sights.

The chapters in this book were originally published as a special
issue of the Journal of Borderlands Studies.

Modern Melians and the Dawn of Robotic Warriors
Austin Wyatt
Series: Emerging Technologies, Ethics and International Affairs
Challenging the focus on great powers in the international
debate, this book explores how rising middle power states are
engaging with emerging major military innovations and analyses
how this will affect the stability and security of the Indo Pacific.
This book will appeal to researchers, end-users in the military
and law enforcement communities, and policymakers. It will
also be a valuable resource for researchers interested in strategic
stability for the broader Asia-Pacific and the role of middle power
states in hegemonic power transition and conflict.

Routledge

Routledge
Market: Politics
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 140pp

Market: PoliticsHb: 978-1-032-11356-2: £120.00
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 248ppeBook: 978-1-003-21954-5
Hb: 978-1-032-00153-1: £120.00* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032113562
eBook: 978-1-003-17298-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032001531

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
The Kyoto School and International RelationsSouth Korea’s Middle Power Diplomacy in the

Middle East Non-Western Attempts for a New World Order
Kosuke Shimizu, Ryukoku University, Japan
Series: Worlding Beyond the West
The Kyoto School and International Relations explores the Kyoto
School's challenge to transcend the 'Western' domination over
the 'rest' of the world, and the issues this raises for contemporary
'non-Western' and 'Global IR' literature. Aimed at students and
scholars of IR Theory, Japanese Politics and East Asian IR in
general, this book provides some introductory explanations of
these academic subjects, developing a theory based on the
concepts of time and language of Kyoto School philosophy.

Routledge

Development, Political and Diplomatic Trajectories
Hae Won Jeong
This book examines theoretical and empirical approaches to the
study of middle powers with reference to South Korea’s bilateral
relations with Iran, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates and Iraq.
This accessible book is intended for students and scholars in
area studies and international affairs, career diplomats, and South
Korean businesses in the Middle East. It should also prove of
practical value for journalists and policy makers who are
interested in studying the nexus of domestic, regional and
international factors that have configured South Korea’s Middle
East policy.

Routledge
Market: Politics & IR / Japan
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 200pp

Market: Politics Hb: 978-1-138-62495-5: £120.00
February 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 232pp eBook: 978-0-429-46030-2
Hb: 978-0-367-55131-5: £120.00 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138624955
eBook: 978-1-003-09210-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367551315
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The Routledge Handbook of Chinese CitizenshipThe Connectivity Cooperation Between China and

Europe Edited by Zhonghua Guo, Sun Yat-Sen University, China
Series: China Perspectives
This book challenges assumptions that prevail in the study of
Chinese citizenship: that the concept is alien to Chinese culture,
has historically lacked the necessary conditions for its
development and that is authoritarian to a degree that citizens
and citizenship play a limited role. This Handbook sets a new
agenda for citizenship studies and Chinese politics. Its clear,
accessible style makes it essential reading for students and
scholars interested in citizenship and China studies.

Routledge

A Multi-Dimensional Analysis
Edited by Liu Zuokui and Branislav Djordjevic
This book is the first systematic China-based study on connectivity cooperation between
China and Europe. It is packed with discussion of scholars not just from China, but also
Central and Eastern Europe on the origin and paradigm of China-European connectivity
from a range of different perspectives. This collection of essays is the fruit of extensive
transnational efforts and will be a valuable resource for all those working in the areas of
International Relations and Political Science with a focus on China and Europe.

Routledge
Market: Politics / International relations / Foreign affairs / China / Europe
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 312pp Market: citizenship/Chinese politics/politics
Hb: 978-1-032-25445-6: £150.00 November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 534pp
eBook: 978-1-003-28327-0 Hb: 978-1-032-12691-3: £240.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032254456 eBook: 978-1-003-22584-3

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032126913
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Ultimate Economic Conflict between China and
Democratic Countries
An Institutional Analysis
C. Y. C. Chu, Academia Sinica, Taiwan, P. C. Lee, Wu & Partners Attorneys-at-Law,
Taiwan, C. C. Lin, Academia Sinica, Taiwan and C. F. Lo, Permanent Mission of Taiwan,
Switzerland
Series: Routledge Studies on Challenges, Crises and Dissent in World Politics
This book investigates various dimensions of the economic conflicts between the USA -
and other democratic market-economy countries - and state-capitalist communist China
in the past decade, examining how differences in institutions and ideology bring these
about. It be of key interest to scholars, students and practitioners in law, economics, political
sciences, international relations International Organisations and global governance.

Routledge
Market: International Relations
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-032-23326-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-27680-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032233260

Dummy text to keep placeholder
War and Peace in Contemporary India

Edited by Rudra Chaudhuri
War and Peace in Contemporary India examines the importance
of institutions and the role played by international actors in
crucial episodes of India’s strategic history. The contributions
trace India’s tryst with war and peace from immediately before
the foundation of the contemporary Indian state to the last
military conflict between India and Pakistan in 1999.
The chapters in this book were originally published as a special
issue of the Journal of Strategic Studies

Routledge
Market: International Relations/Politics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 172pp
Hb: 978-1-032-14023-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-23199-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032140230
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Modern British Prime Ministers from Balfour to 
Johnson
Volume 2

Dick Leonard, Dick passed away beneficiary is wife Irene
Heidelberger-Leonard as advised by EA sf case 01960673
Dick Leonard’s Modern British Prime Ministers from Balfour to
Johnson surveys the lives and careers of all the 24 Prime Ministers
from Arthur Balfour to Boris Johnson in succinct, informative
and entertaining chapters. This book can also form part of a
two-volume set published by Routledge including the
companion volume British Prime Ministers from Walpole to
Salisbury: The 18th and 19th Centuries. It will be of key interest to
scholars, students and readers of British political history, the
Executive, government, and British politics.

Routledge
Market: British Politics
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 340pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46918-4: £120.00

A History of British Prime Ministers
Two Volume Set
Dick Leonard, Journalist, author, former Labour MP
This new two volume set of Dick Leonard's British Premiers trilogy, surveys the lives and 
careers of all the fifty-five Prime Ministers between Sir Robert Walpole (1721-42) and Boris 
Johnson (2019- ), bringing to life the political achievements and also the personal 
idiosyncrasies of Britain's rulers over nearly three centuries.

Routledge
Market: British Politics
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 854pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50488-5: £240.00
Pb: 978-0-367-50500-4: £69.98
eBook: 978-1-003-05012-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367504885

Pb: 978-0-367-46917-7: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-03196-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367469184

Dummy text to keep placeholder
MPs’ Roles and Representation
Orientations, Incentives and Behaviours in Italy

Federico Russo, University of Salento, Italy
Series: Library of Legislative Studies
This book examines the content of MPs’ activities through which
parliamentarians generate representative claims. It will be of key
interest to scholars and students of legislative studies, European
politics, Italian studies/politics and more broadly to comparative
politics.

Routledge
Market: Legislative Politics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 148pp
Hb: 978-0-367-20867-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-429-26382-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367208677

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Parliamentary Committees in a Party-Centered
Context
Looking Behind the Scenes

Tim Alexander Mickler, Leiden University, Netherlands
Series: Library of Legislative Studies
This book examines the working procedures of parliamentary
party groups within specialized committees - the backstage but
primary means for MPs to influence policy. It will be of key
interest to scholars and students of legislative and parliamentary
studies, representative democracy, comparative politics, and
journalists and practitioners within parliaments.

Routledge

2nd Edition
Britain and the European Union
David Gowland
This engaging and concise new edition offers the student and general reader a compact, 
readable treatment of British membership of the European Union (EU) from 1973 up until 
the present day and Brexit, with detailed analysis of the period 1945-1972 accounting for 
Britain's absence from the formation of the EU. It will be of key interest to scholars, students 
and the generally interested reader in the areas of European Politics/Studies, British Politics, 
EU Politics/Studies, Area Studies and International Relations.

Routledge
Market: Politics/European Studies
April 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 512pp
Hb: 978-1-138-49762-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-49763-4: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-351-01834-0
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-138-82509-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138497627

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Democracy in Scotland
Freedom, Equality and Control Since Devolution
Thomas Carl Lundberg, University of Glasgow, UK.
Series: Routledge Studies in British Politics
Democracy in Scotland analyses post-devolution Scotland’s democratic quality using a 
framework  that conceptualises democracy in terms of its levels of freedom, equality and 
control, with special attention paid to the distinction between maximalist and minimalist 
conceptualisations of equality.

Routledge
Market: British Politics
February 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-138-29169-0: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-26512-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138291690

Market: Government and Politics
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 304pp
Hb: 978-0-367-70612-8: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-14719-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367706128
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Aesthetic Perceptions of Urban Environments

Edited by Arundhati Virmani
Series: Interventions
To what extent do urban dwellers relate to their lived and
imagined environment through aesthetic perceptions, and
aspirations? This book approaches experiences of urban
aesthetics not as an established framework, defined by imposed
norms or legislations, but as the result of a continuous reflexive
and proactive gaze, a complex and deep engagement of the
mind, body and sensibilities. It uses empirical studies ranging
from China, India to Western Europe. This book will be of interest
to students, scholars and practitioners of humanities and social
sciences, cultural and urban studies, architecture and political
geography.

Routledge
Market: Politics
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-367-28080-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-429-31775-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367280802

Dummy text to keep placeholder

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Reconfiguring The Global Governance of Climate
Change
John Kirton, Ella Kokotsis and Brittaney Warren
Series: Global Governance
This book charts the course and causes of UN, G7 and G20 governance of climate change 
through the crucial period of 2015-2021. It provides a careful, comprehensive and reliable 
description of the individual and interactive contributions of the G7, G20 and UN summits 
and analyses their results. By developing, prescribing and implementing immediate, realistic 
actionable policy solutions to cope with the urgent, existential challenge of controlling 
climate change, this volume will appeal to scholars of international relations, global 
governance and global environmental governance.

Routledge
Market: Politics
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 288pp
Hb: 978-0-367-15176-8: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-429-05548-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367151768

2nd Edition 
Routledge Handbook of Global Environmental
Politics

Earth System Law: Standing on the Precipice of the
Anthropocene

Edited by Paul G. Harris, The Education University of Hong
Kong, Hong Kong
This handbook brings together leading international academic
experts to provide a comprehensive and authoritative survey of
Global Environmental Politics. This second edition includes new
chapters on plastics, climate change, energy, earth system
governance and the Anthropocene. It is an invaluable resource
for students, scholars, researchers and practitioners of
environmental politics, environmental studies, environmental
science, geography, globalization, international relations and
political science.

Edited by Timothy Cadman, Griffith University, Australia,
Margot Hurlbert, Johnson-Shoyama Graduate School of
Public Policy, Canada and Andrea C. Simonelli, Virginia
Commonwealth University, USA
Series: Challenges of Globalisation
This book systematically explores the emerging legal discipline
of Earth System Law (ESL), challenging the closed system of law
and marking a new era in law and society scholarship. Earth
System Law is an interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary research
project, and, as such, this book will be of great interest to
researchers and stakeholders from a wide range of disciplines,
including political science, anthropology, economics, law, ethics,
sociology, and psychology.

Routledge
Market: Environmental Politics / Environmental Law
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 300pp
Hb: 978-1-032-05624-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-19843-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032056241

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Global Climate and Energy Governance

Routledge
Market: Environmental Politics
March 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 630pp
Hb: 978-1-032-14580-8: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-003-00887-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032145808

Dummy text to keep placeholder

The Politics of Climate Change Knowledge
Labelling Climate Change-induced Uprooted PeopleTowards an Integrated Architecture

Nowrin Tabassum, McMaster University, Canada
Series: Transforming Environmental Politics and Policy
This book addresses political knowledge of climate change and
its relation to labelling people affected by climate change, either
as ‘climate refugees’ or as ‘climate change-induced displaced
people or migrants’. It will be of interest to students, scholars,
and practitioners of international relations, environmental
politics, climate change studies, political ecology, political
geography, and migration and displacement studies.

Routledge

Harald L. Heubaum
Series: Global Institutions
Tracing the changing activities of international bureaucracies
active in global climate and energy governance, this book
provides an in-depth analysis of processes of institutional
innovation and governance integration between the two fields.
This book will be of interest to students and scholars of global
climate and energy governance, climate policy, and international
organizations and their bureaucratic arms. Practitioners will find
this book useful in thinking about why innovation in governance
emerges and how it may be directed.

Routledge
Market: Environmental Politics / Climate ChangeMarket: International Relations / International Organizations / Climate Change / Environemntal Politics
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 180ppDecember 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 160pp
Hb: 978-0-367-48158-2: £120.00Hb: 978-1-138-95815-9: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-003-03828-3eBook: 978-1-315-66133-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367481582* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138958159
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Trajectories in Environmental Politics
Edited by Graeme Hayes, Aston University, UK, Sikina Jinnah, Prakash Kashwan,
David M. Konisky, Sherilyn Macgregor, John M. Meyer and Anthony R. Zito,
University of Newcastle, UK
This book explores the dominant framings and paradigms of environmental politics, the
relationship between academic analysis and environmental politics, and reflects on the
first thirty years of the journal, Environmental Politics. The chapters in this volume focus
foremost on questions of justice, materiality, and power.

The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of Environmental
Politics

Routledge
Market: Environmental Politics
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 320pp
Hb: 978-1-032-10035-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-21332-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032100357
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European Union Competition Policy versus
Industrial Competitiveness

Assessing EU Leadership in Inter-regional Relations
The Case of the Institutionalisation of ASEAN Disaster Management
Giulia Tercovich, Vesalius College, Belgium Stringent Regulation and its External Implications
Series: Globalisation, Europe, and Multilateralism Hikaru Yoshizawa, Kansai University, Japan

Series: Globalisation, Europe, and Multilateralism
The book examines whether EU competition policy is applied
fairly and consistently to EU and non-EU firms despite persistent
political pressure from member states for a relaxation of the
rules and deals with the dilemma of regional organisations in
the global political economy. It will be of key interest to scholars
and students of European Union studies, EU competition law
and policy, EU external action and more broadly to global
governance, international political economy and international
relations.

This book comparatively analyses the role of the EU in influencing the policies of other
regional organisations by assessing its role in leading the institutionalisation of ASEAN
disaster management institutions. It will be of key interest to scholars, students and
practitioners of EU External Relations, Security Studies, Regional Studies, disaster
management, ASEAN-EU relations, EU actorness, and more broadly to and Asia Studies,
international relations and inter-regionalism.

Routledge
Market: European Union Politics
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 208pp
Hb: 978-1-032-01987-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-18134-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032019871
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Belgian Exceptionalism
Belgian Politics between Realism and Surrealism

Edited by Didier Caluwaerts, Vrije Universiteit Brussel,
Belgium and Min Reuchamps, UCLouvain, Belgium
Series: Routledge Advances in European Politics
This book takes stock of Belgium’s exceptional and – for some
foreign observers –schizophrenic position in the political world
and explains its idiosyncrasy to a non-Belgian audience. Based
on cutting-edge research findings, the book will be of wide
interest to scholars and students of Belgian politics, European
Politics and Comparative politics.

Routledge
Market: European Union Politics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 164pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75767-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-75759-5: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16390-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367757670

2nd Edition 
European Union in the Global Context
Simon Sweeney, University of York, UK.
The European Union in a Global Context is a lively, focussed and engaging text, incorporating 
anecdotes and contemporary arguments, and presenting different perspectives on European 
integration and globalisation. It provides essential foundations in these areas, while using 
stimulating arguments to prompt discussion and provoke interest in the relationships 
between these processes. It critically analyses the challenges faced by the EU from the 
contemporary political and economic dynamics of globalisation (IPE), including trading 
relationships set through the WTO and bilateral relations with emerging markets, especially 
the BRIC economies.

Routledge
Market: European Politics
February 2022: 7.44 x 9.69: 480pp
Hb: 978-1-138-24003-2: £90.00
Pb: 978-1-138-24004-9: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-315-29437-7
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-138-17266-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138240032
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Europeanisation of the Contemporary Far Right
Generation Identity and Fortress Europe

Routledge
Market: European Politics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 236pp
Hb: 978-0-367-61027-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-61024-1: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10464-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367610272

Contemporary Italian Politics
Paolo Natale, Università degli Studi di Milano, Italy and James L. Newell
This book provides students with the most comprehensive and incisive introduction 
available to the intricacies of the Italian political system.

Anita Nissen, Aalborg University, Denmark
Series: Routledge Studies in Extremism and Democracy
Europeanisation of the Contemporary Far Right explores the role
of transnational European identity in far-right mobilisation
strategies. Focusing on the national members of two
trans-European far-right coalitions — Generation Identity and
Fortress Europe — the author explores the extent to which
European far-right extra-parliamentary actors Europeanise their
mobilisation. This book will be of interest to scholars, students,
and civil society actors in fields related to the far right, European
studies, social movements, and migration.

Routledge

Routledge
Market: European Politics, European Union Politics and European History
April 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 256pp
Hb: 978-0-415-32598-1: £110.00
Pb: 978-0-415-32599-8: £29.99
eBook: 978-0-203-42212-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415325981

Market: Politics / European Politics
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 290pp
Hb: 978-1-032-12830-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-22660-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032128306
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Rethinking European Social Democracy and
Socialism

Municipal Territorial Reforms of the 21st Century
in Europe

The History of the Centre-Left in Northern and Southern Europe in the
Late 20th Century

Paweł Swianiewicz, University of Warsaw, Poland, Adam
Gendźwiłł, University of Warsaw, Poland, Kurt Houlberg,
The Danish Centre for Social Science Research, Denmark
and Jan Erling Klausen, University of Oslo, Norway
Series: Routledge Studies in Governance and Public Policy
This book provides a comprehensive and up-to-date picture of
territorial change on the municipal level across all European
countries. It will be of key interest to scholars, students and
practitioners in local or sub-national government, institutional
design and more broadly to political science, public
administration/policy, human geography, sociology and
economics.

Edited by Alan Granadino, Tampere University, Finland, Stefan Nygård, University
of Helsinki, Finald and Peter Stadius, University of Helsinki, Finland
Series: Routledge Advances in European Politics
With a combined focus on social democrats in Northern and Southern Europe, this book
crucially broadens our understanding of the transformation of European social democracy
from the mid-1970s to the early-1990s. It will be of key interest to scholars and students of
social democracy, the European Centre-left, political parties, ideologies, and more broadly
to comparative politics and European politics and history.

Routledge
Market: European Politics

Routledge March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 256pp
Market: European Politics Hb: 978-1-032-02002-0: £120.00
January 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 256pp eBook: 978-1-003-18143-9
Hb: 978-0-367-89454-2: £120.00 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032020020
eBook: 978-1-003-02258-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367894542
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Small States and Security in EuropeNeo-militant Democracies in Post-communist

Member States of the European Union Between National and International Policymaking
Edited by Tomáš Weiss and Geoffrey Edwards, University of Cambridge, UKEdited by Joanna Rak, Adam Mickiewicz University in

Poznan, Poland and Roman Bäcker, Nicolaus Copernicus
University, Poland
Series: Democratization and Autocratization Studies
This book examines contemporary militant democracies in
post-communist states in the European Union. It will  be of key
interest to scholars and students of Post-Soviet/Communist/East
European studies, democratic backsliding, European and
Comparative Politics, Nationalism and Ethnic Conflict, Democracy
and Dictatorship, Public Comparative Constitutional Law, Human
Rights Law and Political Theory.

Routledge

Series: New International Relations
This book studies how domestic contestation influences the security policy of small states
within the European Union and NATO. Anchored in new institutionalism, the book explores
the influence of international organisations on security policies and the tensions created
by connecting four strands of literature, on Europeanisation, on the impact of and on
institutions, on the way foreign and security policy is made, and the security/strategic
culture of small states. It will be of interest to all scholars and students of international
relations, security studies, EU studies, area studies, and politics.

Routledge
Market: Politics
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 252pp
Hb: 978-0-367-53551-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-08245-3

Market: European Politics * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367535513
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 272pp
Hb: 978-1-032-15634-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-24516-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032156347
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The (Not So) Surprising Longevity of Identity PoliticsPolitics of Memory and Oblivion in the European

Context Contemporary Challenges of the State-Society Compact in Central
Eastern EuropeCritical Perspectives
Edited by Timofey Agarin, Queen's University Belfast, UKEdited by Viktorija L.A. Čeginskas, University of Helsinki,

Finland, Sigrid Kaasik-Krogerus, University of Jyväskylä,
Finland and Nina Sääskilahti
This book provides novel and critical insights into the complex
relationship between politics of memory and oblivion in
European countries in the 20

th
 and early 21

st
 centuries as well as

the cultural, political and institutional backgrounds against which
they function. It explores the uses of the past in terms of a
conscious choice to either reactivate or overlook memories as
selective reference points for the promotion and legitimation
of contemporary political goals.

The chapters in this book were originally published as a special
issue of the European Politics and Society

This book assesses the underpinning role ‘references to identity’ played and continue to
play as the powerful mobilising force in domestic politics across the East European region
stretching from Estonia to Bulgaria. The chapters in this edited volume zoom in on politics
which forge and live-off their societies’ preoccupation with ethnocentric narratives, vesting
national identity with persistent relevance and considerable weight across the
postcommunist region.

The chapters in this book were originally published in the journal, East European Politics

Routledge
Market: Politics
April 2022: 7.44 x 9.69: 186pp
Hb: 978-1-032-22262-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-27184-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032222622

Routledge
Market: Politics
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 114pp
Hb: 978-1-032-13893-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-23137-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032138930
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The EU’s External Governance of MigrationThe Choice for Banking Union
Perspectives of JusticePower, Politics and the Trap of Credible Commitments

Edited by Michela Ceccorulli, University of Bologna, Italy
and Enrico Fassi, Catholic University, Italy
Series: Routledge Studies on the European Union and Global
Order
This book examines migration as a key element of the EU’s
foreign policy and thus a critical domain for understanding and
evaluating EU external action. It will be of key interest to scholars,
students and policymakers in European Union external/foreign
policy, migration and refugee studies, global justice, ethics and
more broadly to European studies/politics, and international
relations.

Routledge

Elena Ríos Camacho, Technical University of Munich, Gerrmany
Series: Routledge/UACES Contemporary European Studies
This book explains why the European Union member states – in response to the Euro crisis
– agreed to establish banking union, despite previous objections, and why they chose its
hybrid institutional design. It will be of key interest to scholars and students of European
financial market regulation, European economic governance, EU institutions, European
integration theory and European Union politics more broadly.

Routledge
Market: European Union Politics
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 272pp
Hb: 978-0-367-72187-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15381-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367721879

Market: European Union Politics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 204pp
Hb: 978-0-367-89332-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-02634-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367893323
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The European Environmental Conscience in EU
Politics

The EU as a State-builder in International Affairs
The Case of Kosovo

Labinot Greiçevci, RIDEA, Kosovo
Series: Routledge Studies in European Foreign Policy
This book presents a systematic, in-depth and comparative
analysis of the role of the EU in the process of international
state-building, and is one of the first comprehensive books to
do so, at an international level. It will be of key interest to scholars
and students of EU foreign policy, European politics, peace and
conflict studies, the Western Balkans, state building, international
organisations and more broadly to international relations.

Routledge

A Developing Ideology
Edited by Thomas Hoerber, ESSCA, France and Gabriel Weber, ESSCA, France
Series: Routledge Studies on the Governance of Sustainability in Europe
Based on empirical studies of European energy and environmental policies, this book
suggests that, in combination, these two policy fields form a consensus in the EU which
might also become the basis for a new European ideology, namely European ‘sustainabilism’.
It will be of key interest to scholars and students of European Studies, International Relations,
Political Science, History, Economics, Sustainability Studies, Environmental and Energy
Policies in Europe.

Routledge
Market: European Union Politics
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 238pp
Hb: 978-0-367-90136-3: £120.00

Market: European Foreign Policy eBook: 978-1-003-02285-5
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 268pp * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367901363
Hb: 978-0-367-68516-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-13791-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367685164
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The European Union and Its Eastern NeighbourhoodThe EU, NATO and the Libya Conflict
Whither ‘Eastern Partnership’?Anatomy of a Failure?

Edited by Andriy Tyushka and Tobias Schumacher, College
of Europe, Warsaw
This edited volume brings together some of the most important
scholarly perspectives – in the form of both journal article
reprints and original contributions – on the structure and
dynamics of the EU’s multi-layered relations with its Eastern
neighbours within the Eastern Partnership (EaP) framework and
beyond.

Routledge

Stefano Marcuzzi, University College Dublin, Ireland
Series: Routledge Studies in European Foreign Policy
This book explores the causes and implications of the Libyan crisis since the anti-Gaddafi
uprisings of 2011 from the perspective of the EU and NATO. It will be of key interest for
scholars and students of Libya and North Africa, NATO, the European Union, security and
conflict studies, Middle East studies, migration, terrorism, peacebuilding and more broadly
to international relations.

Routledge
Market: International Relations
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 288pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54551-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-09127-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367545512

Market: Politics
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 366pp
Hb: 978-0-367-53895-8: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-08363-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367538958
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The Routledge Handbook of Differentiation in the
European Union

The Making and Circulation of Nordic Models, Ideas
and Images

Edited by Benjamin Leruth, University of Canberra, Australia,
Stefan Gänzle, Universitetet i Agder, Norway and Jarle
Trondal, University of Agder, Norway
Series: Routledge International Handbooks
The Routledge Handbook of Differentiation in the European Union
offers an essential collection of ground-breaking chapters
reflecting on the causes and consequences of this complex
phenomenon. It is essential reading and an authoritative
reference for scholars, students, researchers and practitioners
involved in, and actively concerned about, research in the study
of European integration. As European differentiation is
multi-faceted and involves a wide range of actors and policies,

Edited by Haldor Byrkjeflot, University of Oslo, Norway, Lars
Mjøset, University of Oslo, Norway, Mads Mordhorst,
Copenhagen Business School, Denmark and Klaus Petersen,
University of Southern Denmark, Denmark
Series: Nordic Studies in a Global Context
This critical and empirically based volume examines the multiple
existing Nordic models, providing analytically innovative
attention to the multitude of circulating ideas, images and
experiences referred to as "Nordic". It will be of key interest to
Nordic and Scandinavian studies, European studies, and more
broadly to history, sociology, political science, marketing, social
policy, organizational theory and public management.

it will be of further interest to those working on countries and/or in policy areas where
differentiation is an increasingly relevant feature.

Routledge
Market: Nordic Studies
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 304pp Routledge
Hb: 978-0-367-74277-5: £120.00 Market: European Politics
eBook: 978-1-003-15692-5 March 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 800pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367742775 Hb: 978-0-367-14965-9: £190.00

eBook: 978-0-429-05413-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367149659
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The Routledge Handbook of European IntegrationsThe Pandemic Crisis and the European Union

Edited by Thomas Hoerber, ESSCA, France, Gabriel Weber,
ESSCA Bordeaux, France and Ignazio Cabras, Northumbria
University, UK
Series: Routledge International Handbooks
This handbook fills a significant gap in the European studies
literature by providing crucial and groundbreaking coverage of
several key areas that are usually neglected or excluded in
European integration collections. It will be essential reading and
an authoritative reference for scholars, students, researchers and
practitioners involved in, and actively concerned about, research
in the study of European integration/studies.

COVID-19 and Crisis Management
Paulo Vila Maior, University Fernando Pessoa, Portugal and
Isabel Camisão, University of Coimbra, Portugal
Series: Routledge Advances in European Politics
This book assesses the implications of the Covid-19 pandemic
for the European Union, as well as its response in dealing with
an overarching, multidimensional crisis with consequences
extending beyond public health safety to political, economic,
legal, and institutional arenas. It will be of key interest to scholars,
students and readers of crisis, pandemic and health
management, European Union politics and governance.

Routledge

Routledge
Market: European Politics
February 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 496pp
Hb: 978-0-367-20307-8: £190.00Market: European Union Politics
eBook: 978-0-429-26208-1November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 172pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367203078Hb: 978-0-367-72208-1: £120.00

eBook: 978-1-003-15390-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367722081
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The Routledge Handbook of Europe-Korea RelationsThe Politics of Legitimation in the European Union

Edited by Nicola Casarini, Istituto Affari Internazionali, Italy,
Antonio Fiori, University of Bologna, Italy, Nam-Kook Kim,
Korea University, Republic of Korea, Jae-Seung Lee, Korea
University, South Korea and Ramon Pacheco Pardo, King's
College London, UK
Series: Routledge International Handbooks
This handbook provides a comprehensive overview of the
changing dynamics in relations between the Europe and Korea,
provided by leading experts in the field. It will be an essential
reference for scholars, students, researchers and practitioners
interested and working in the fields of Asian Politics/ Studies,
EU Politics/Studies, European Politics/Studies, Korean

Politics/Studies and International Relations.

Legitimacy Recovered?
Edited by Christopher Lord, ARENA Centre for European Studies, Norway, Peter
Bursens, University of Antwerp, Belgium., Dirk De Bièvre, University of Antwerp,
Belgium, Jarle Trondal, University of Agder, Norway and Ramses A. Wessel, University
of Groningen, Netherlands
Series: Routledge/UACES Contemporary European Studies
This book examines and investigates the legitimacy of the European Union by
acknowledging the importance of variation across actors, institutions, audiences, and
context. It will be of key interest to scholars and students of European integration, as well
as those interested in legitimacy and democracy beyond the state from a point of view of
political science, political sociology and the social sciences more broadly.

Routledge
Market: European Union Politics

RoutledgeApril 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 368pp
Market: EU-Asian PoliticsHb: 978-1-032-10140-8: £120.00
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 476ppeBook: 978-1-003-21775-6
Hb: 978-1-138-58986-5: £190.00* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032101408
eBook: 978-0-429-49135-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138589865
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The Routledge Handbook of Local Elections and
Voting in Europe

Edited by Adam Gendźwiłł, University of Warsaw, Poland,
Ulrik Kjaer, University of Southern Denmark, Denmark and
Kristof Steyvers, Ghent University, Belgium
Series: Routledge International Handbooks
This handbook represents the standard reference text and
practical resource for everybody who analyses issues as local
electoral systems, voting behavior or political representation in
Europe. It is an authoritative and essential reference text for
scholars and students interested in local electoral politics, and
more broadly European studies, public administration and
political science.

Routledge
Market: European Politics / Elections
February 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 608pp
Hb: 978-0-367-44433-4: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-003-00967-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367444334
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Value Politics in Japan and Europe

Edited by François Foret, Université Libre de Bruxelles,
Belgium and Airo Hino, Waseda University, Japan
Series: Globalisation, Europe, and Multilateralism
This book explains the increasing importance of value politics
in Europe and Japan, shedding light on various arenas: social
values; parties, elections and politics; public action, private sector
and law; identity politics and religion; media and public
spheres. It will be of key interest to scholars and students of
European studies and politics, Asian politics/studies, Japanese
studies/politics and more broadly to comparative politics,
sociology, cultural/media studies, and economics.

Routledge
Market: International Relations
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 208pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55127-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-55124-7: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-09208-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367551278
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War in Europe?
From Impossible War to Improbable Peace
Thibault Muzergues, International Republican Institute, Austria
In this highly provocative and documented book, Thibault Muzergues describes how war
in Europe is now more likely than it has been for at least the past 30 years, how it might
come back to Europe and what Europeans can do to avoid getting drawn again in fratricide
conflicts. This book will be key reading for those interested in European politics and history,
the European Union, security, and strategic studies, and more broadly to current affairs
and international relations.

Routledge
Market: European Politics
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 400pp
Hb: 978-1-032-10537-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-10522-2: £26.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21579-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032105376
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Women vs. WomenFemale Ex-Combatants, Empowerment, and

Reintegration The Case for Cooperation
Joan Johnson-Freese, US Naval War College, RI, USAGendered Inequalities in Liberia and Nepal
Women vs. Women is a book about power dynamics and competition between women.
The author argues that women have been mired in competitive quicksand since the

Michanne Steenbergen, OC&C Strategy Consultants, UK
Series: Routledge Studies in Gender and Global Politics
Female Ex-Combatants, Empowerment, and Reintegration
investigates the role of United Nations-led Disarmament,
Demobilization, and Reintegration (DDR) programs in
undermining female ex-combatants’ empowerment. This book
draws on extensive field research and interviews with female
ex-combatants and DDR officials in Liberia and Nepal to develop
a nuanced and comprehensive picture of female ex-combatants’
empowerment and how this is undermined by DDR. This book
will be of great interest to scholars and practitioners working on
gender, conflict, peace, security, and development.

beginning of time, often beginning in earnest during adolescence, to their social, economic,
and political detriment. As a multidisciplinary work, this book is intended as a supplementary
text in undergraduate and graduate courses on American politics, American foreign policy,
gender and diversity studies, global studies, sociology, security studies, culture-focused
courses, economics, and religion. It will also interest general audiences increasingly eager
to understand the dynamics of the world they live in.

Routledge
Market: Politics and Gender / Women
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 216pp
Hb: 978-1-032-21183-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-21182-4: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-26716-4

Routledge * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032211831
Market: Politics / Gender / Peacebuilding
February 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 230pp
Hb: 978-1-032-16031-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-24681-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032160313
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Male Supremacism in the United States
From Patriarchal Traditionalism to Misogynist Incels and the Alt-Right
Edited by Emily K. Carian, California State University San Bernardino, USA, Alex
DiBranco, Institute for Research on Male Supremacism, USA and Chelsea Ebin, Centre
College, USA
Series: Routledge Studies in Fascism and the Far Right
Male Supremacism in the United States is a timely editorial collection providing analysis of
current patriarchal, misogynistic, and antifeminist threats in the U.S. The book theorizes
how male supremacism—the system that disproportionately privileges cis men and
subordinates women, trans men, and nonbinary people—and its accompanying ideology
of male superiority undergird many of the most crucial phenomena of our time. This book
will be of value to anyone studying or researching male supremacism, gender, feminism,
women’s studies, hate studies, and the far right.

Routledge
Market: Gender & Politics
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 256pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75258-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-75404-4: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16472-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367752583

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Power-Sharing Pacts and the Women, Peace and
Security Agenda
Edited by Siobhan Byrne and Allison McCulloch, Brandon University, Canada
This book offers a comparative lens on the contested relationship between two leading
conflict resolution norms: ethnopolitical power-sharing pacts and the women, peace and
security (WPS) agenda.

The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of the Nationalism
and Ethnic Politics.

Routledge
Market: Politics
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 148pp
Hb: 978-1-032-14876-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-24155-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032148762
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Extractivisms, Existences and ExtinctionsBeyond the Global Land Grab
Monoculture Plantations and Amazon DeforestationNew Directions for Research on Land Struggles and Global Agrarian

Change Markus Kröger, University of Helsinki, Finland
Series: Rethinking Globalizations
This book explores the existential redistributions that extractivist
frontiers create, going beyond existing studies by bringing into
the English-language discussion much of the wisdom from Latin
American rural and forest communities’ understandings of
extractivist phenomena, and the destruction and changes in
lives and lived environments they create. It will be of interest to
students and scholars in the fields of international development,
global value chains, political economy, Latin American Studies,
political ecology, and international trade, as well as anyone
engaged with the practical and political issues related to
globalization.

Edited by Gustavo de L. T. Oliveira, Juan Liu and Ben M.
McKay
Series: Rethinking Globalizations
This book addresses four key areas that are moving the debate
"beyond land grabs". These include the role of contract farming
and differentiation among farm workers in the consolidation of
farmland; the broader forms of dispossession and mechanisms
of control and value grabbing beyond "classic" land grabs for
agricultural production; discourses about, and responses to,
Chinese agribusiness investments abroad; and the relationship
between financialization and land grabbing.

The chapters in this book were originally published as a special
issue of the Globalizations.

Routledge
Market: Politics
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 192pp
Hb: 978-1-032-11214-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-21890-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032112145

Dummy text to keep placeholder
British Columbia’s Borders in Globalization

Edited by Nicole Bates-Eamer and Helga Kristín
Hallgrímsdóttir
British Columbia’s Borders in Globalization examines bordering
processes and the causes and effects of borders in the Cascadian
region, from the perspective of British Columbia. The chapters
cover diverse topics including historical border disputes and
cannabis culture and identity; the governance of transboundary
water flows, migration, and preclearance policies for goods and
people; and the emerging issue of online communities.

The chapters in this book were originally published as a special
issue of the Journal of Borderlands Studies.

Routledge
Market: Politics
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 132pp
Hb: 978-1-032-11372-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-21958-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032113722

Routledge
Market: Political Ecology / Natural Resource Politics
November 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 176pp
Hb: 978-0-367-61030-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-10297-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367610302

Public Administration in a Globalized World
Ali Farazmand, Florida Atlantic University, Boca Raton, USA
This text is about the theory and practice of public administration in a dynamic age of 
globalization. It deals with the capacity to manage the complex world of governance and 
public administration in the age of accelerated globalization, with an emphasis on the 
ability to build the future as an expression of collective human will and choice through 
global administrative actions. The mission is ‘to improve the quality of public service and

administration across the globe in the 21 
st
 century.’

Routledge
Market: Public Policy, Public Administration and Comparative Politics
June 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 320pp
Hb: 978-0-415-77887-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-415-77888-6: £32.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415778879

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Re-GlobalizationEmotional Practices and Listening in Peacebuilding

Partnerships New Frontiers of Political, Economic and Social Globalization
Edited by Roland Benedikter, Eurac Research, Italy, Mirjam Gruber, Eurac Research,
Italy and Ingrid Kofler, Eurac Research, Italy

The Invisibility Cloak
Pernilla Johansson, Pernilla Johansson, Sida Partnership
Forum, Sweden.
Series: Interventions
This book analyses the everyday emotions of international
peacebuilding practitioners as practices that hinder – and
potentially help – them to listen more receptively to their local
partners. It develops ‘emotional practices’ as an analytical
framework by integrating critical feminist perspectives insights
into practice approaches. Drawing on the author’s expertise in
political science and peace and conflict research, this volume
speaks to scholars in international relations, political theory,
sociology, cultural studies, development studies, critical theory
and anthropology.

Series: Rethinking Globalizations
Re-Globalization examines the changing face of globalization, with political, economic, and
social balances in flux, and tensions increasing in many parts of the globe. This book
discusses and problematizes the current transition phase of globalization — in response
to issues such as inequalities, climate change, and health crises — offering a comprehensive
collection of responses to the question "what is re-globalization?". This socio-geographically
diverse book will be of great interest to students, scholars, and researchers across a broad
spectrum of disciplines exploring the future of globalization.

Routledge
Market: Politics / Globalization
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 220pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64284-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-12380-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367642846Routledge

Market: Politics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 182pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06050-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-20046-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032060507
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Why Globalization Matters
Engaging with Theory

Edited by Barrie Axford, Oxford Brookes University, UK
Series: Rethinking Globalizations
In what are generally understood as unsettled times, this book
explores the possibility and desirability of bringing integrated
theory back into globalization research. While there can hardly
be a single and all-encompassing ‘grand theory’ of
globalization-in-itself, is there scope for the development of a
general and systematic approach to globalization dynamics,
past and present?

The chapters in this book were originally published as a special
issue of the Globalizations.

Routledge
Market: Politics
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 142pp
Hb: 978-1-032-05630-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-19846-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032056302
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The Genocide-Ecocide NexusAt the Crossroads of Rights
Edited by Damien Short and Martin CrookForest Struggles and Human Rights in Postcolonial India
In a world gripped by an ever-worsening ecological crisis there are present and increasing
genocidal pressures on many culturally distinct social groups, such as indigenous peoples.

Edited by Rahul Ranjan
This book demonstrates synergies and distils hard-earned lessons of human and forest
rights struggles to inform the ongoing debates on environmental human rights. It highlights This is where the genocide-ecocide nexus presents itself. Through nine chapters of

cutting-edge research, this book examines specific case studies in geographical settingsthe ongoing struggles of the communities in postcolonial India that are confronted with
such as Iraq, Sudan, Nigeria and Brazil, to highlight and analyse the crucial connections
and vectors of the genocide-ecocide nexus.

the most brutal and unprecedented assault on their economic and sociocultural rights –
often led by the political establishment.

The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of The Journal of
Genocide Research.

The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of The International
Journal of Human Rights.

RoutledgeRoutledge
Market: Politics/EnvironmentMarket: Politics
February 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 188ppMarch 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 136pp
Hb: 978-1-032-18307-7: £120.00Hb: 978-1-032-21660-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-25398-3eBook: 978-1-003-26945-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032183077* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032216607

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
The Routledge Handbook on Extraterritorial Human
Rights Obligations

Human Rights and Justice for All
Demanding Dignity in the United States and Around the World

Carrie Booth Walling
Series: International Studies Intensives
This book combines U.S.-based case studies with examples from
other regions of the world to explore important human rights
themes – the equality, universality, and interdependence of
human rights, the idea of international crimes, strategies of
human rights change, and justice and reconciliation in the
aftermath of human rights violations. Aimed at courses in human
rights, international relations, and global studies, this book also
appeals to general readers who want to make a difference in
the world.

Routledge

Edited by Mark Gibney, UNC-Asheville, USA, Gamze Erdem
Türkelli, University of Antwerp, Belgium, Markus Krajewski,
Friedrich Alexander University Erlangen-Nuremberg,
Germany and Wouter Vandenhole, University of Antwerp,
Belgium
Series: Routledge International Handbooks
This handbook brings international scholarship on transnational
human rights obligations into a comprehensive and
wide-ranging volume. It is an authoritative and essential
reference text for scholars and students of human rights and
human rights law, and more broadly, of international law and
international relations as well as to those working in international

economic law, development studies, peace and conflict studies, environmental law and
migration.

Market: Politics
February 2022: 6 x 9: 200pp
Hb: 978-1-032-18909-3: £120.00 Routledge
Pb: 978-0-367-90212-4: £34.99 Market: Human Rights
eBook: 978-1-003-25693-9 December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 510pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032189093 Hb: 978-0-367-54648-9: £190.00

eBook: 978-1-003-09001-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367546489
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US Counterterrorism and the Human Rights of
Foreigners Abroad

Human Rights and Political Dissent in Central
Europe

Putting the Gloves Back On?Between the Helsinki Accords and the Fall of the Berlin Wall
Monika Heupel, University of Bamberg, Germany, Caiden Heaphy, University of
Bamberg, Germany and Janina Heaphy, University of Bamberg, Germany

Edited by Jakub Tyszkiewicz, University of Wroclaw, Poland
Series: Routledge Studies in Human Rights
This volume examines to what extent the positive atmosphere
created by the Helsinki Accords contributed to the change in
political circumstances seen in the countries of Central Europe,
under Soviet domination. It will be of key interest to scholars
and students of the history of communism, post-Soviet, Russian,
and central and East European politics, the history of human
rights, and democratization.

Routledge

Series: Routledge Studies in Human Rights
This book examines why the US has introduced safeguards that are designed to prevent
their counterterrorism policies from causing harm to non-US citizens beyond US territory.
It will be of key interest to scholars and students of human rights, counterterrorism, US
foreign policy, human rights law, and more broadly to political science and international
relations.

Routledge
Market: Human Rights
February 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 272pp
Hb: 978-1-032-15018-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-24216-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032150185Market: Human Rights

December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 288pp
Hb: 978-1-032-03500-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-18764-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032035000
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Iris Marion Young
Gender, Justice, and the Politics of Difference

Edited by Michaele Ferguson, University of Colorado at
Boulder, USA and Andrew Valls, Oregon State University,
USA
Series: Routledge Innovators in Political Theory
Iris Marion Young (1949-2006) had a significant impact on a wide
range of topics such as democratic theory, feminist theory, and
justice. Exploring Young’s work through the themes of gender,
justice, and the politics of difference, this volume spans the
several decades of her work, illustrating her intellectual
development over time.This volume will prove useful to scholars
and students working in the fields of critical and political theory,
feminist theory, international law and public diplomacy.

Dummy text to keep placeholder
A World Without Cages
Bridging Immigration and Prison Justice
Edited by Sharry Aiken and Stephanie J. Silverman
This book is the first collection to bring together scholars and activists working to end 
criminal and immigration detention. Employing an intersectional lens and an impressive 
variety of case studies, the book makes a compelling case to rethink what justice could 
mean for refugees, citizens, and everyone in between.

The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of the journal, 
Citizenship Studies.

Routledge
Market: Politics
April 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 190pp
Hb: 978-1-032-19789-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-26086-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032197890

9th Edition 
Akehurst's Modern Introduction to International
Law

Alexander Orakhelashvili, University of Birmingham, UK
First published in 1970, Akehurst’s Modern Introduction to
International Law continues to offer a concise and accessible
overview of the concepts, themes, and issues central to the
growing system of international law, while retaining Akehurst’s
original positivist approach that accounts for the essence and
character of this system of law. This new 9th edition has been
further revised and updated by Alexander Orakhelashvili to take
account of a plethora of recent developments and updates in
the field. This book is one of the only textbooks in international
law to offer a fully updated, bespoke companion website:
www.routledge.com/cw/orakhelashvili

Routledge
Market: International Law and Politics
March 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 688pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75348-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-75346-7: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16211-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367753481
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Routledge
Market: Politics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 238pp
Hb: 978-0-367-08564-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-429-02301-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367085643

12th Edition 
Law Among Nations
An Introduction to Public International Law
James Larry Taulbee, Emory University and Gerhard von Glahn, University of
Minnesota
Offering a more accessible alternative to casebooks and historical commentaries, Law 
Among Nations explains issues of international law by tracing the field’s development and 
stressing key principles, processes, and landmark cases.

New to the Twelfth Edition

Added or expanded coverage of timely issues in international law including:  international 
economic law; Drones (UAVs), spying and cybercrime, environmental law, just war,
self-defense, war crime, and more.
Routledge
Market: Politics / Law
May 2022: 7 x 10: 776pp
Hb: 978-1-032-02727-2: £210.00
Pb: 978-1-032-02154-6: £99.99
eBook: 978-1-003-18489-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032027272

2nd Edition 
Routledge Handbook of Transnational Organized
Crime

Beyond Evidence
The Use of Archives in Transitional Justice
Edited by Julia Viebach, Dagmar Hovestädt and Ulrike Lühe Edited by Felia Allum, University of Bath, UK and Stan

Gilmour, Senior Investigating Officer , Thames Valley Police
This fully revised new edition provides a definitive and holistic
overview of Transnational Organized Crime (TOC) in a world in
which right wing populism has gained ground, trade wars are
increasing, and China is an emerging force. Updated to reflect
the changing world and truly interdisciplinary in nature the
Handbook features contributions from an international team of
experts, working in different academic disciplines and within
varied law enforcement agencies. It will appeal to scholars,
policy-makers, and practitioners in International Law, Global
Governance, International Political Economy and Security Studies.

Drawing on conceptual debates in transitional justice and critical archival studies, as well
as empirical cases from various countries around the world, the contributions in this book
critically examine how archives are produced by and used in transitional justice processes
such as tribunals, truth commissions and remembrance processes.

The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of The International
Journal of Human Rights.

Routledge
Market: Human Rights/Justice
February 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 182pp
Hb: 978-1-032-19740-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-26062-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032197401

Routledge
Market: Politics/International Relations/Comparative Politics
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 622pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49130-7: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-003-04470-3
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-415-57979-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367491307
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De Facto State Identity and International
Legitimation

Sebastian Klich
Series: Routledge Advances in International Relations and Global
Politics
This book examines the state identity formation and international
legitimation of de facto states to provide a deeper understanding
of the relationship between de facto states, the international
state system and international society. It integrates International
Relations theories to construct a framework of normative
standing for de facto states, to better understand the social
system they inhabit and their relationship with international
society. It will be of interest to scholars and students of
International Relations, International Relations theory, Peace and
Conflict studies, Comparative Politics, as well as Middle Eastern

studies, East African studies, and Post-Soviet studies.

Routledge
Market: Politics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 198pp
Hb: 978-1-032-01414-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-17852-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032014142

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Institutionalised Summits in International
Governance
Promoting and Limiting Change

Daniel Odinius, University of Bamberg, Germany.
Series: Global Governance
This book analyses the role of institutionalised summits in
international governance, adding a fresh perspective to the
controversial debate over the value of institutionalised summits
for international governance. It argues that the contribution of
these summits to negotiating and implementing agreements
on policy change is ambivalent. Based on an innovative
theoretical model he proposes that states strategically select
summits with their specific institutional design for advancing
their policy preferences. It will be of interest to researchers in
International Relations, Global Governance and European Politics,
and those interested in global institutions and decision-making.

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Justice and World Order
Reassessing Richard Falk's Scholarship and Advocacy
Edited by George Andreopoulos and Henry F Carey
This book critically assesses the impact of Richard A. Falk’s scholarship, which has spanned 
nearly six decades and addressed key issues at the intersections of international law and 
relations. Continuing in the critical spirit that has informed Richard’s work as a scholar and 
a public intellectual, this book reflects a multiplicity of perspectives and approaches in the 
analysis and assessment of these selected themes. This will be a useful book for scholars 
and students of international law, global governance, political theory and international 
relations theory, and for those studying human security, international organizations and 
transnational activism.

Routledge
Market: Politics
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 296pp
Hb: 978-1-032-21303-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-21304-0: £36.99
eBook: 978-1-003-26773-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032213033

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Public Choice Theory and the Illusion of Grand
Strategy
How Generals, Weapons Manufacturers, and Foreign Governments
Shape American Foreign Policy
Richard Hanania
Series: Routledge Studies in US Foreign Policy
This book argues that while the US president makes foreign policy decisions based largely 
on political pressures, it is concentrated interests that shape the incentive structures in 
which he and other top officials operate. The author identifies three groups most likely to 
be influential: government contractors, the national security bureaucracy, and foreign 
governments. The book will be of interest to students and scholars of American Studies, 
Foreign Policy Analysis and Global Governance.

Routledge
Market: Politics
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 230pp
Hb: 978-1-032-12179-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-22346-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032121796
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Small Countries, Big Diplomacy
Laos in the UN, ASEAN and MRC

Alounkeo Kittikhoun and Anoulak Kittikhoun, Mekong
River Commission, Laos
Series: Global Institutions
This book shows how small countries use "big" diplomacy to
advance national interests and global agendas. Using the case
of Laos, it explores how a small landlocked developing state
maneuvered among the big players and championed causes of
international concern at three of the world’s important global
institutions – the United Nations, the Association of Southeast
Asian Nations and the Mekong River Commission. The book
should prove useful for diplomats, statespersons, policymakers
and international civil servants alike. It will also be of interest to
scholars and experts in the fields of international relations and

foreign policies of Laos, the Mekong and Asia in general.

Routledge
Market: Politics
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 224pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76520-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-16734-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367765200

International Relations Theory
Mykola Kapitonenko
This textbook shows how to think about international relations and offers insights into its 
most important theories and issues. Written from beyond the Anglo-US academic 
environment, with attention to regional nuances, it teaches students to perceive 
international politics in an organized and theoretical way, thus helping them grasp the 
complexity of the subject and see simple ways of making sense of it.  It will be of great use 
as a main textbook as well as a supplementary guide for related courses, including Foreign 
Policy Analysis, Conflict Studies, Security Studies, History of International Relations, 
International Organizations and Global Governance.

Routledge
Market: Politics
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 224pp
Hb: 978-0-367-67770-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-67772-5: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13276-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367677701

Routledge
Market: Politics
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 154pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64599-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-64600-4: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12540-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367645991
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Transatlantic RelationsThe Colonial Politics of Hope
Challenge and ResilienceCritical Junctures of Indigenous-State Relations
Edited by Donald E Abelson, University of Western Ontario and Stephen BrooksMarjo Lindroth and Heidi Sinevaara-Niskanen
This book explains how and why the transatlantic relationship has remained resilient despite
persistent differences in the preferences, approaches, and policies of key member states.

Series: Interventions
Through analyses of cases in Australia, Finland, Greenland and elsewhere, the book
illuminates how states appropriate hope as a means to stall and circumscribe political With a principle focus on the US and Europe, the contributors to the volume also employ

Canadian case studies to provide a unique and useful corrective. This book will interest allprocesses of recognising the rights of indigenous peoples. The book examines hope in
intermediate and senior undergraduate as well as graduate courses on relations betweenindigenous-state relations today. Engaging with hope both empirically and conceptually,
the US and Europe, American foreign policy, and European Union foreign policy. A specialistthe work analyses the dynamic between hope, politics and processes of rights and
readership that includes academic and think tank researchers, policy practitioners, and
opinion leaders will also benefit from this timely volume.

recognition. This book brings together studies on indigenous-state relations, social scientific
discussions on hope and critical post-colonial, feminist and governmentality analyses.

RoutledgeRoutledge
Market: PoliticsMarket: Politics
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 288ppApril 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 168pp
Hb: 978-0-367-70693-7: £120.00Hb: 978-0-367-75566-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-70694-4: £36.99eBook: 978-1-003-16298-8
eBook: 978-1-003-14756-5* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367755669
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367706937
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The Politics of Precarity
Spaces of Extractivism, Violence, and Suffering

Gediminas Lesutis
Series: Interventions
Based on critical theory and ethnographic research, this book
explores how intensifying geographies of extractive capitalism
shapes human lives and transformative politics in marginal areas
of the global economy. Presenting this theorisation of precarity
as a framework on, and a critique of, the contemporary politics
of (un)liveability, the book speaks to key debates about precarity,
dispossession, resistance, extractivism, and development in
several disciplines, especially political geography, IPE, global
politics, and critical theory. It will also be of interest to scholars
in development studies, critical political economy, and African
politics.

Routledge
Market: Politics
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 232pp
Hb: 978-1-032-01422-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-17856-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032014227
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The Rhetoric of Inquiry in International Relations
A Hermeneutic Investigation into the Forms of Argumentation in
International Relations Meta-Theory

Torsten Michel, University of Bristol, UK.
Series: New International Relations
This book argues that our current lack of recognising and
understanding the different forms meta-theorising takes,
hampers the ways in which fruitful engagement between
meta-theories can be conducted. It proposes a radical break
with the ways in which meta-theorising in International Relations
(IR) has so far been understood. It will be of general interest in
all theory and methodology courses offered at undergraduate
and postgraduate levels as well as to academics working in the
area of metatheory, international political thought, normative
theory as well as IR theory in its various manifestations.

Routledge
Market: Politics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 206pp
Hb: 978-0-367-70397-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-14610-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367703974
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Democracy and Security in Latin AmericaA Critique of Coloniality
State Capacity and Governance under StressEight Essays

Edited by Gabriel Marcella, United States Army War College,
USA, Orlando J. Pérez, MIllersville University, USA and Brian
Fonseca, Florida International University, USA
Exploring the need for governments to generate the necessary
capacity to address important security and institutional
challenges, this volume deepens our understanding of the nature
and extent of state governance in Latin America. Divided into
two sections a collection of scholars and practitioners use an
explicit interdisciplinary approach to gain a rounded
understanding of the link between security and democracy. This
book should appeal not only to those seeking to learn more
about the capacity of the democratic state in Latin America to

Rita Segato, University of Brasilia, Brazil
Series: Decolonizing the Classics
This translation of Rita Segato’s seminal book La crítica de la
colonialidad en ocho ensayos offers an anthropological and critical
perspective on the coloniality of power as formulated by the
Peruvian thinker Anibal Quijano. The book makes an important
and original contribution to the understanding of colonial and
decolonial processes, drawing the author’s experience of feminist
and antiracist issues and struggles for indigenous and human
rights. It will appeal to students and scholars working in
anthropology, Latin American studies, political theory, feminist
and gender studies, indigenous studies, and anticolonial,
post-colonial, and decolonial thought.

Routledge
Market: Politics / Latin America
March 2022: 6 x 9: 222pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75983-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-75982-7: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16499-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367759834
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Colonial Slavery
An Abridged Translation

Jacob Gorender and Bernd Reiter, Texas Tech University,
USA
Series: Decolonizing the Classics
Jacob Gorender's 1978 book, Colonial Slavery (O Escravismo
Colonial), comes alive for English-language readers thanks to
Bernd Reiter and Alejandro Reyes’ brilliant translation. Gorender
argued that slave-holding societies produced an economic
system sui generis, not fitting into any of the established societal
categories offered by Karl Marx and Max Weber. As such,
Gorender proposed a theory of colonial slavery as the structuring
force of slave-holding societies. This book is a must-read for
researchers, teachers, and students of history, sociology,

economics, politics, as well as activists of the Black movement and other movements
committed to anti-racism.

Routledge
Market: Politics / Latin America
March 2022: 7 x 10: 320pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43425-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-43424-3: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-00309-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367434250
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effectively provide public security in times of stress, but to all those curious about the reality 
that a democracy must have security to function.

Routledge
Market: Politics / Latin America
November 2021: 7 x 10: 236pp
Hb: 978-0-367-26052-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-26053-8: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-429-29125-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367260521
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Disappearances and Police Killings in Contemporary
Brazil
The Politics of Life and Death
Sabrina Villenave
Series: Interventions
The book offers an interdisciplinary qualitative study of the history of policing in Brazil and 
its colonial underpinnings, providing theoretical accounts of the relationship between 
biopolitics, space, and race, and post-colonial/decolonial work on the state, violence, and 
the production of disposable political subjects. It will be of interest to students and scholars 
of international politics and also contributes to critical security studies, postcolonial and 
de-colonial thought, global politics, the politics of Latin America and political geography.

Routledge
Market: Politics
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 216pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46983-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-03251-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367469832
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Gender and Embodied Geographies in Latin
American BordersDeep Integration in Latin American Trade

Agreements
Maria Amelia Viteri, University of Maryland, USA, Iréri Ceja
Cárdenas and Cristina Yépez Arroyo
Series: Borders and Illegal Markets in Latin America
This book is the first study of its kind to bring a gender
perspective to studies on violence and "illegal markets" in the
region. Analyzing the structural problems that create inequality
and enable gendered violence in Mexico, Guatemala, Colombia,
Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, Brazil and Argentina, the authors offer a
critique of the securitization of borders and the criminalization
of human mobility, and propose alternatives to reduce violence.
Gender and Embodied Geographies in Latin America Borders is a
welcomed and must read for scholars, researchers and students
of gender studies, security studies, and migration.

Ninfa M. Fuentes Sosa, Centre for Research and Teaching in Economics (CIDE), Mexico
Series: Routledge Studies in Latin American Politics
This book analyzes the structure, nature, and characteristics of deep integration in trade
agreements established by Latin American countries after the crises of 1982 and until 2020
with their regional and extra-regional partners. Ninfa M. Fuentes Sosa argues that deep
integration can be disaggregated into its institutional, operative, and horizontal dimensions.
Empirically, she demonstrates that trade provisions can be mapped, measured, and allocated
into their corresponding dimension. This book will be of great interest to scholars, graduate
students, and policymakers working in the field of international political economy, trade
and trade politics.

Routledge
Market: Politics / International Political Economy / Latin America
December 2021: 6 x 9: 112pp
Hb: 978-0-367-33178-8: £120.00 Routledge

eBook: 978-0-429-31831-3 Market: Politics / Latin America / Gender / Migration & Security

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367331788 February 2022: 6 x 9: 176pp
Hb: 978-1-032-12355-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-22420-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032123554
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Latin American Relations with the Middle East
Foreign Policy in Times of Crisis
Edited by Marta Tawil-Kuri and Élodie Brun
Series: Routledge Studies in Latin American Politics
This book surveys the dealings of ten Latin American and Caribbean states – Argentina,
Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Peru, Mexico, Uruguay, and Venezuela – with the
Middle East. Authors seek to examine the external behavior of these states across five
dimensions: diplomatic attention; trade and investment; development cooperation; security
matters/intelligence, and relationship with multilateralism. The chapters enhance the
theoretical framework for understanding Southern countries’ foreign policies. As such, this
book is a must read for researchers of International Relations, Foreign Policy, South-South
Relations, Latin American Politics and Middle Eastern Politics.

Routledge
Market: Politics / Latin American Politics / Middle East
March 2022: 6 x 9: 272pp
Hb: 978-1-032-20679-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-26467-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032206790
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Presidential Power in Latin America
Examining the Cases of Argentina and Chile
Dan Berbecel, York University, Canada
Series: Routledge Studies in Latin American Politics
In this book, Dan Berbecel provides a general, systematic theory for explaining presidential
power in practice as opposed to presidential power in theory. Using expert survey data
from Varieties of Democracy (V-Dem) alongside interviews with high-level figures in politics,
the judiciary, the public administration, NGOs, and academia in Argentina and Chile, Berbecel
argues that constitutional presidential power (formal power) is a very poor predictor of
presidential power in practice (informal power). Presidential Power in Latin America will be
of key interest to scholars and students of executive politics, Latin American politics and
more broadly comparative politics.

Routledge
Market: Politics / Latin American Politics / Executive Politics
December 2021: 6 x 9: 274pp
Hb: 978-0-367-69055-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-14290-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367690557
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Contested Concepts in Migration StudiesPower-Sharing after Civil War

Edited by Ricard Zapata-Barrero, Universitat Pompeu Fabra,
Barcelona, Spain, Dirk Jacobs, Université Libre de Bruxelles,
Belgium and Riva Kastoryano, Sciences Po CERI, France
Series: Routledge Series on Global Order Studies
This volume demonstrates that migration and diversity related
concepts are always contested and provides a reflective critical
awareness and better comprehension of the complex questions
driving migration studies. It will be essential reading for students,
scholars and practitioners in migration studies/politics, migrant
integration, citizenship studies, racism studies and more broadly
of key interest to sociology, political science, and political theory.

Routledge

Thirty Years since Lebanon’s Taif Agreement
Edited by John Nagle and Mary-Alice Clancy
This book provides a wide-ranging exploration of the legacy of
Lebanon’s peace agreement in the 30 years since it was signed.
The book will be of interest to scholars, students and people
interested in contemporary Lebanese politics and society. It will
also be attractive for a wider international audience interested
in the consequences of postwar power-sharing systems and
peace processes.

The chapters in this book were originally published as a special
issue of the journal, Nationalism and Ethnic Politics.

Routledge
Market: Migration Studies
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 276pp

Market: Politics Hb: 978-0-367-63488-9: £120.00
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 144pp Pb: 978-0-367-63483-4: £34.99
Hb: 978-1-032-13545-8: £120.00 eBook: 978-1-003-11933-3
eBook: 978-1-003-22976-6 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367634889
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032135458
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Coping with Migrants and RefugeesRevolution, Representation, and Authoritarianism
Multilevel Governance across the EUBeyond Arab Exceptionalism in Egypt
Edited by Tiziana Caponio, University of Turin, Italy and Irene Ponzo, International
and European Forum for Migration Research, Italy

Sarah Wessel, CARPO, Germany
Series: Routledge Studies on Challenges, Crises and Dissent in
World Politics
This book examines Egypt’s turbulent and contradictory political
period (2011-2015) as key to understanding contemporary
politics in the country and the developments in the Arab region
after the mass protests in 2010/11, more broadly. It will be of
key interest to scholars and students of democratization and
authoritarianism, Middle East Studies, political representation
and informality, collective action, and more broadly to cultural
studies and international relations.

Routledge

Series: Routledge Studies in Governance and Public Policy
This book provides a comparative overview of asylum seekers’ reception throughout Europe
by adopting a theoretical framework based on an analytical approach to the notion of
multilevel governance. It will be of key interest to scholars and students of migration and
asylum studies, immigration, (multilevel) global governance and more broadly to
comparative politics, European studies/politics, and public policy.

Routledge
Market: Comparative Politics
February 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 272pp
Hb: 978-0-367-65522-8: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-12995-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367655228Market: Politics / International Relations

November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 294pp
Hb: 978-1-032-00403-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-17695-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032004037
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Routledge International Handbook of Diaspora
Diplomacy

What Lies Ahead? Canada’s Engagement with the
Middle East Peace Process and the Palestinians

Edited by Liam Kennedy, University College Dublin, Ireland
Series: Routledge International Handbooks
This handbook contains a multidisciplinary collection of writings
by leading scholars and practitioners from around the world,
reflecting on the geopolitical and technological shifts that have
led to the global emergence of current form of diplomacy.
Organized into six thematic parts, the chapters provide detailed
examples of how governments, intergovernmental organizations
(IGOs), non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and corporations
are engaging diasporas as transnational agents of intervention
and change. The Routledge International Handbook of Diaspora
Diplomacy will be a key reference point for study and future

scholarship in this nascent field.

Edited by Jeremy Wildeman and Emma Swan
This edited volume explores Canada’s foreign policy relationship with the Palestinians and
broader Middle East Peace Process (MEPP). Canada was intensively involved from 1992 to
2000 in peacebuilding as a mediator in the multilateral part of the MEPP, as chair of the
Refugee Working Group, and sponsor of Track II negotiations. This all changed after a
significant mid-2000s discursive and policy shift, when Canada withdrew from the politics
of Israel-Palestine peacebuilding and took a strong partisan stance in favour of Israel.

The chapters were originally published as a special issue of the Canadian Foreign Policy
Journal.

Routledge
Market: Politics
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 170pp
Hb: 978-1-032-19062-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-25752-3

Routledge* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032190624
Market: Politics / International Studies / Diplomacy
February 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 416pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46843-9: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-003-03146-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367468439
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Contested Concepts in Migration Studies

Edited by Ricard Zapata-Barrero, Universitat Pompeu Fabra,
Barcelona, Spain, Dirk Jacobs, Université Libre de Bruxelles,
Belgium and Riva Kastoryano, Sciences Po CERI, France
Series: Routledge Series on Global Order Studies
This volume demonstrates that migration and diversity related
concepts are always contested and provides a reflective critical
awareness and better comprehension of the complex questions
driving migration studies. It will be essential reading for students,
scholars and practitioners in migration studies/politics, migrant
integration, citizenship studies, racism studies and more broadly
of key interest to sociology, political science, and political theory.

Routledge
Market: Migration Studies
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 276pp
Hb: 978-0-367-63488-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-63483-4: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-11933-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367634889
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Coping with Migrants and Refugees
Multilevel Governance across the EU
Edited by Tiziana Caponio, University of Turin, Italy and Irene Ponzo, International
and European Forum for Migration Research, Italy
Series: Routledge Studies in Governance and Public Policy
This book provides a comparative overview of asylum seekers’ reception throughout Europe
by adopting a theoretical framework based on an analytical approach to the notion of
multilevel governance. It will be of key interest to scholars and students of migration and
asylum studies, immigration, (multilevel) global governance and more broadly to
comparative politics, European studies/politics, and public policy.

Routledge
Market: Comparative Politics
February 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 272pp
Hb: 978-0-367-65522-8: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-12995-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367655228
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Routledge International Handbook of Diaspora
Diplomacy

Edited by Liam Kennedy, University College Dublin, Ireland
Series: Routledge International Handbooks
This handbook contains a multidisciplinary collection of writings
by leading scholars and practitioners from around the world,
reflecting on the geopolitical and technological shifts that have
led to the global emergence of current form of diplomacy.
Organized into six thematic parts, the chapters provide detailed
examples of how governments, intergovernmental organizations
(IGOs), non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and corporations
are engaging diasporas as transnational agents of intervention
and change. The Routledge International Handbook of Diaspora
Diplomacy will be a key reference point for study and future

scholarship in this nascent field.

Routledge
Market: Politics / International Studies / Diplomacy
February 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 416pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46843-9: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-003-03146-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367468439
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Ideology StudiesAfter Utopia
New Advances and InterpretationsLeftist Imaginaries and Activist Politics in the Postsocialist World

Michael Freeden, University of Oxford, UK.
This book comprehensively collects the thinking - over the last
25 years - of one the most important contemporary scholars in
the field of ideology studies. It will be of key interest to students
and scholars of political ideologies, political theory, political
philosophy and more broadly to sociology, political science,
anthropology, human geography, international studies, and the
humanities.

Edited by Larisa Kurtović and Nelli Sargsyan
This collection examines how the loss of state socialism as a
world-making project and the subsequent failures of postsocialist
"civil society building" have impacted new generations of
progressive, antinationalist, anarchist, and social-justice oriented
activists.

The chapters in this book were originally published as a special
issue of History and Anthropology.

Routledge
Market: Politics/History/Anthropology
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 130pp
Hb: 978-0-367-71239-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-14995-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367712396
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Routledge
Market: Political Ideologies
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 218pp
Hb: 978-1-032-02986-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-02985-6: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-18615-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032029863

4th Edition 
Introduction to Political Theory

Constituent Power Beyond the State

Paul Graham, University of Buckingham, UK and John
Hoffman, University of Leicester, UK.
This vibrant and significantly revised new edition is a
comprehensive and accessible text for studying political theory
in a changing world. Key updates include new chapters on
Migration, and Freedom of Speech, with a significant new section
on the radical right; and thought-provoking case studies to bring
the theory to life including social media and internet regulation,
Brexit and the EU, anti-vaxxer campaigns, surrogacy tourism,
and autonomous anarchist zones. This textbook is the perfect
accompaniment to undergraduate study in political theory,
political philosophy, concepts and ideologies, and more broadly

Democratic Agency in Polycentric Polities
Geneviève Nootens, Université du Québec à Chicoutimi,
Canada
This book tackles the twofold issue of public authority and public
autonomy in the modern conception of the political by analysing
constituent power, its function in the modern political apparatus,
and debates about its meaning and function in our own context.
Focusing on contemporary debates on constitutionalism
"beyond" the state, Geneviève Nootens assesses the prospects
for recasting the notion of constituent power in a polycentric
setting that challenges state sovereignty as embodying the
autonomy of the political. Constituent Power Beyond the State
will be of interest to students and scholars of political theory,
democratic theory, law, and constitutionalism.

Routledge
Market: Politics / Political Theory / Constitutionalism
December 2021: 6 x 9: 190pp
Hb: 978-1-032-11833-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-11832-1: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22172-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032118338

to the social sciences and philosophy.

Routledge
Market: Political Theory
March 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 408pp
Hb: 978-1-138-38920-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-38921-2: £32.99
eBook: 978-0-429-42410-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138389205
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Marcel Gauchet and the Crisis of Democratic PoliticsEssays on Evolutions in the Study of Political Power

Edited by Natalie J. Doyle, Monash University, Melbourne,
Australia and Sean McMorrow, University of Melbourne,
Australia
Series: Routledge Studies in Social and Political Thought
This book presents, for the first time in the English language,
Marcel Gauchet’s interpretation of the challenges faced by
contemporary western societies as a result of the crisis of liberal
democratic politics and the growing influence of populism.
Responding to Gauchet’s analysis, international experts explore
the depoliticising aspects of contemporary democratic culture
that explain the appeal of populism. Marcel Gauchet and the Crisis
of Democratic Politics will be of great interest to scholars and
postgraduate students of social and political thought, political

anthropology and sociology, political philosophy, and political theory.

Edited by Giulio M. Gallarotti, Wesleyan University, USA
This book deals with the most important developments in the
study of political power over the last four decades. Since the
writings of the great Greek philosophers of antiquity to the
present, the idea of power has been the major subject in the
study of politics. Indeed, some would say it defines the very field
of politics itself as a social science. 

The chapters in this book were originally published as a special
issue of the Journal of Political Power.

Routledge
Market: Politics
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 274pp

RoutledgeHb: 978-1-032-06088-0: £120.00
Market: Politics / Social and Political Thought / DemocracyeBook: 978-1-003-20067-3
February 2022: 6 x 9: 320pp* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032060880
Hb: 978-0-367-69024-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-14289-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367690243
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The Effects of Technology and Institutions on
E-Participation

On the Politics of Kinship
Hannes Charen, Pratt Institute, USA
Series: Routledge Innovations in Political Theory
In this book, Hannes Charen presents an alternative examination
of kinship structures in political theory. Employing a radically
transdisciplinary approach, On the Politics of Kinship is structured
in a series of six theoretical vignettes, each framing a figure,
aspect, or relational context of the family or kinship. Charen
considers how kinship is a plastic social response to embodied
exposure, both concealed and made more evident in the
bloated, feeble and broken individualities and nationalities that
seem to dominate our social and political landscape today. The
book will be of interest to political theorists, feminists,
anthropologists and social scientists in general.

A Cross-National Analysis
Pragati Rawat, Independent and John C. Morris, Auburn
University, USA
Series: Routledge Research in Public Administration and Public
Policy
In this book Pragati Rawat and John C. Morris identify and
evaluate the impact of factors that help explain the difference
in e-participation, public participation, using information and
communication technology, in different countries. The authors
use quantitative panel data to explore the influence of
technology and institutions, and the impact of their complex
relationships in a mediation and moderation analysis, on
e-participation. The book provides a groundbreaking
country-level analysis that will appeal to academics and students

Routledge
Market: Politics / Political Theory
March 2022: 6 x 9: 208pp
Hb: 978-1-032-20670-7: £120.00 of e-government and Digital Government, Public Policy, Public Administration, Public

Sector Innovation, and Public Participation.eBook: 978-1-003-26464-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032206707

Routledge
Market: Politics / Governance / Political Participation
December 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 128pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75549-2: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16432-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367755492
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The Ideology of Political ReactionariesPlots: Literary Form and Conspiracy Culture
Richard Shorten, University of Birmingham, UKEdited by Ben Carver, European University Institute, Italy,

Dana Craciun, West University of Timi?oara, Romania and
Todor Hristov, University of Sofia, Bulgaria
Series: Conspiracy Theories
This edited collection contributes to the study of conspiracy
culture by analysing the relationship of literary forms to the
formation, reception, and transformation of conspiracy theories.
By examining conspiracy plots as literary plots, with narrative,
rhetorical, and symbolic characteristics, this volume is the first
systematic study of how conspiracy culture in American and
European history is the consequence of its interactions with
literature. This book will be of great interest to researchers of
conspiracy theories, literature, and literary criticism.

Series: Routledge Innovations in Political Theory
This book offers a new perspective on the beliefs reactionaries share, presenting a theory
of reactionary ideology in the process. Rather than taking self-contradictions as a reason
for diminishment, complexity is taken as a challenge. The book argues that the features
that unite reactionaries lie in rhetoric. Reactionaries make three persuasive appeals: to
decadence, conspiracy, and indignation. The book’s rhetorical approach entails a critique
of the alternative approaches to reactionary politics. The Ideology of Political Reactionaries
ought to interest anyone concerned about current ideological trends and, in particular,
students and scholars of politics and history.

Routledge
Market: Politics / Political Theory / Ideologies
December 2021: 6 x 9: 288pp
Hb: 978-1-032-12270-0: £120.00

Routledge eBook: 978-1-003-22489-1
Market: Literature / Conspiracy Literature * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032122700
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 212pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50069-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-04865-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367500696
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The World as IdeaRoutledge Handbook of Illiberalism
A Conceptual HistoryEdited by András Sajó, Central European University, Hungary,

Renáta Uitz, Central European University, Hungary and
Stephen Holmes, New York University, USA
The first authoritative reference work dedicated to illiberalism
as a complex social, political, cultural, legal, and mental
phenomenon. The Handbook comprises sixty individual chapters,
each devoted to different facets of illiberalism and authored by
an internationally recognized group of experts from a wide range
of academic disciplines. The Routledge Handbook of IIliberalism
will form an important component of any library's holding; it
will be of benefit as an academic reference, as well as being an
indispensable resource for practitioners, among them journalists,

Charles P. Webel, University of New York in Prague
Series: Routledge Studies in Social and Political Thought
The World as Idea presents an intellectual history of one of the
most influential concepts known to humanity--that of "the
world". Charles P. Webel traces the development of "the world"
from the ancients to the postmoderns, focusing on occidental
philosophical, theological, and cosmological notions of
worldhood and worldliness, with important non-Western
equivalents interspersed throughout. This book will be of great
interest to those interested in the "world as idea", scholars in
fields ranging from philosophy and intellectual history to political
and social theory, and students studying philosophy, the history
of ideas, and humanities courses, both general and specialized.

policy makers and analysts, who wish to gain an informed understanding of this complex
phenomenon.

Routledge
RoutledgeMarket: Current Affairs
Market: Political Theory & Philosophy/History of IdeasNovember 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 1024pp
November 2021: 6 x 9: 354ppHb: 978-0-367-26054-5: £210.00
Hb: 978-1-138-01352-0: £120.00eBook: 978-0-367-26056-9
eBook: 978-1-315-79517-1* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367260545
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138013520
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Utilitarianism in the Early American Republic

James E. Crimmins, Huron University College, Canada
Series: Routledge Innovations in Political Theory
In this book James E. Crimmins provides a fresh perspective on
the history of antebellum American political thought, illustrating
the complexities of the place of utilitarianism in the intellectual
ferment of the times, in both its secular and religious forms,
intersection with other doctrines, and practical outcomes.
Utilitarianism in the Early American Republic will be of interest to
academics, and graduate and senior undergraduate students
engaged in the history of political thought, and moral and legal
philosophy, particularly those interested in utilitarianism,
trans-Atlantic transfer of ideas, the American political tradition
and modern American intellectual history.

Routledge
Market: Politics / Political Theory
November 2021: 6 x 9: 280pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54526-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-09067-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367545260
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The Germanic Tribes, the Gods and the German Far
Right Today

I Saw Democracy Murdered
The Memoir of Sam Russell, Journalist
Colin Chambers, Kingston University, UK and Sam Russell, Journalist, UK Georg Schuppener, University of Ss. Cyril and Methodius

in Trnava, Slovakia
Series: Routledge Studies in Fascism and the Far Right
The Germanic Tribes, the Gods and the German Far Right Today
deals with the question of how right-wing extremists in
German-speaking countries adapt and adopt elements from the
history, culture, and mythology of the Germanic tribes. This book
will be of interest to researchers of right-wing extremism, German
politics, and social movements.

Routledge

Series: Routledge Studies in Radical History and Politics
I Saw Democracy Murdered is the memoir of Sam Russell (1915–2010), a communist journalist
and a British volunteer with the anti-fascist Republican forces in the Spanish Civil War. The
book covers his experiences during the Spanish Civil War, his time as a journalist at The
Daily Worker and The Morning Star newspapers, and his later disillusionment with Stalinism.
Sam’s story was told to Colin Chambers and Chris Myant and has been edited by Colin
Chambers. This autobiographical account of a fascinating life will be essential reading for
scholars and activists with an interest in the Spanish Civil War, the history of communism,
and British radical history.

Routledge
Market: Politics / Memoir
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 330pp
Hb: 978-1-032-15272-1: £120.00 Market: Politics / Right-wing extremism
Pb: 978-1-032-12856-6: £34.99 December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 190pp
eBook: 978-1-003-24338-0 Hb: 978-1-032-07000-1: £120.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032152721 eBook: 978-1-003-20630-9

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032070001
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The Perennial Conspiracy TheoryOn the Chilean Social Explosion
Reflections on the History of The Protocols of the Elders of ZionMaxwell Woods, University Adolfo Ibáñez, Chile

Series: Routledge Studies in Radical History and Politics Michael Hagemeister, Ruhr University, Germany
Series: Routledge Studies in Fascism and the Far Right
The Perennial Conspiracy Theory is a collection of essays on the
Protocols of the Elders of Zion, a fake document which has created
a pernicious antisemitic conspiracy theory. This volume will be
of interest to researchers and students working in the fields of
antisemitism, conspiracy theories, the far right, Jewish studies,
and modern history.

Routledge

On the Chilean Social Explosion uses the methods of literary, cultural, and subaltern studies
to examine what cultural foundations and practices gave rise to this political uprising. This
book will be of value to researchers of cultural studies, cultural and radical politics, resistance
and protest, subaltern studies, and Chilean and Latin American politics. It will also interest
a broader audience concerned with social movements, grassroots organizing, and
expressions of dissent across the world.

Routledge
Market: Political History / Chile
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-032-12354-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-22459-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032123547

Market: Conspiracy Theories / Antisemitism
November 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 148pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06015-6: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20078-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032060156
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The Right-Wing Critique of EuropePhilanthropic Foundations at the League of Nations
Nationalist, Souverainist and Right-Wing Populist Attitudes to the EUAn Americanized League?
Edited by Joanna Sondel-Cedarmas, Jagiellonian University, Krakow, Poland. and
Francesco Berti, University of Padua, Italy

Ludovic Tournès, University of Geneva, Switzerland
Series: Routledge Studies in US Foreign Policy

Series: Routledge Studies in Fascism and the Far RightThis book presents a comprehensive analysis of the relations between US philanthropic
foundations (in particular the Rockefeller Foundation and the Carnegie Endowment for The Right-Wing Critique of Europe analyses the opposition to the European Union from a

variety of right-wing organisations in Western, Central and Eastern Europe. The authorsIntenational Peace) and the League of Nations. This book will be of interest to historians
and political scientists, as well as undergraduate and graduate students in interdisciplinary
programs of international relations.

bring together reflections on the organic and complex critique of the European Union, its
policies and cultural and ideological character. The book provides a comparative analysis
of this criticism at the transnational level. It will be of interest to researchers of European
politics, the radical right and Euroscepticism.

Routledge
Market: Politics
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 256pp Routledge
Hb: 978-0-367-07529-3: £115.00 Market: Politics / Right-Wing Politics / European Union
eBook: 978-0-429-02121-3 January 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 280pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367075293 Hb: 978-1-032-12685-2: £120.00

eBook: 978-1-003-22612-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032126852
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The Transatlantic Era (1989–2020) in Documents 
and Speeches

Edited by Bram Boxhoorn, Webster University, Leiden,
Netherlands. and Giles Scott-Smith, Leiden University,
Netherlands.
This accessible textbook uses key documents embedded in a
clear narrative to chart the post-Cold War rise and decline of
transatlantic relations. It provides a novel interpretive framework
by proposing that the three decades between 1989 and 2020
represent a distinct ‘transatlantic era’. Presenting students with
a critical perspective of US and European transatlantic policies
through annotated key documents covering central aspects of
security, political, economic, and cultural affairs, it will be essential
reading on all International Relations courses as well as of great
interest to scholars and students of US and European Studies,

Foreign Policy and Security Studies.

Routledge
Market: Politics
November 2021: 7 x 10: 276pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74785-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-74786-2: £36.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15955-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367747855
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Thinking Critically About the Kennedy Assassination
Debunking the Myths and Conspiracy Theories

Michel Jacques Gagné, Champlain College Saint-Lambert,
Canada
Series: Conspiracy Theories
Thinking Critically About the Kennedy Assassination uses the tools
of critical thinking, historical research, and philosophical inquiry
to debunk the many myths and conspiracy theories surrounding
JFK’s shocking and untimely death. Through its reasoned and
detailed analysis of the content and evolution of JFK conspiracy
narratives, this book also serves as a comprehensive case study
of paranoid reasoning and modern mythmaking. This volume
will appeal to students of history, politics, psychology, and
cultural and media studies, and to a broader audience interested
in American history, critical thinking, and conspiracy thinking.

Routledge
Market: Political History / Kennedy
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 530pp
Hb: 978-1-032-11978-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-11447-7: £22.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22246-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032119786
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Dynamics of Youth Agency in Times of Crisis
Beyond the Impasse in the Mediterranean?

4th Edition 
Campaigns and Elections
Players and Processes

Edited by Nadine SikaStephen K. Medvic
 Stephen K. Medvic’s Campaigns and Elections is a comprehensive
yet compact core text that addresses two distinct but related
aspects of American electoral democracy: the processes that
constitute campaigns and elections, and the players who are
involved.  The new edition includes discussions of the COVID-19
pandemic, the January 6, 2021 capitol insurrection, new issues
of gerrymandering and redistricting, and the role of social media
in election news and partisan polarization.

Routledge

Series: Routledge Studies in Mediterranean Politics
This book examines the political economy of the Middle East and North Africa, and how it
impacts young people’s civic and political participation today. It will be of great value to
students, scholars and researchers interested in Youth Movements, MENA, Comparative
Politics and Political Economy.

The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of the journal,
Mediterranean Politics.

Routledge
Market: Politics
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 146pp
Hb: 978-1-032-14911-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-24169-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032149110Market: Politics

November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 452pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64554-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-64084-2: £68.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12509-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367645540
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Fugitive PoliticsCivilizations and World Order
The Struggle for Ecological SanityEdited by Elena Chebankova, University of Lincoln, UK and

Piotr Dutkiewicz, Carleton University, Canada
Series: Innovations in International Affairs
This timely and original volume fill the gaps in the existing
theoretical and philosophical literature on international relations
by problematizing civilization as a new unit of research in global
politics. It interrogates to what extent and in what ways
civilization is becoming a strategic frame of reference in the
current world order. Offering key chapters on ideology,
multipolarity, modernity, liberal democracy, and capitalism, this
book extends the existing methodological, theoretical, and
empirical debates for IR and area studies scholars globally. It will
be of great interest to politicians, public opinion makers, and all

those concerned with the evolution of world affairs.

Carl Boggs, National University, USA
Fugitive Politics explores the intersection between politics and
ecology, between the requirements for radical change and the
unprecedented challenges posed by the global crisis, a dialectic
has rarely been addressed in academia. Carl Boggs explores how
systemic change may be achieved within the current system,
while detailing attempts at achieving change within nation
states. Written for both an academic and general readership, in
the US and beyond, this book will be of vital importance to those
studying political theory, political philosophy, political history,
Marxism and Marxist theory, authoritarian politics, ecology,
environmental politics, and climate politics.

Routledge
Routledge Market: Politics / Environmental Politics / Ecology
Market: International Relations / Civilizations November 2021: 6 x 9: 170pp
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 182pp Hb: 978-1-032-05416-2: £120.00
Hb: 978-0-367-42169-4: £120.00 Pb: 978-1-032-05414-8: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-367-82237-8 eBook: 978-1-003-19746-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367421694 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032054162
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International Economic Governance in a Multipolar
World

Cross-Border Cooperation as Conflict
Transformation

Edited by Radhika Desai, University of Manitoba, CanadaPromises and Limitations in EU Peacebuilding
This book covers the crisis of capitalism revealed by the pandemic, particularly when
contrasted with socialist countries, initiatives of regional economic integration that

Edited by Maria-Adriana Deiana, Milena Komarova and Cathal McCall
Has European integration helped to build peace in Europe and its neighbourhood? The
book addresses this question through theoretically and empirically informed case studies challenge, rather than being subordinated by, western powers, including the US, the

evolution of the trade regime in ways that make contemporary trade wars intelligible, and
the shakeup of the international production system.

that explore the successes of, and the challenges to EU cross-border cooperation as a tool
for conflict transformation.

The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of The Japanese Political
Economy.

The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of Geopolitics

Routledge
RoutledgeMarket: International Relations/Politics
Market: PoliticsFebruary 2022: 7 x 10: 256pp
April 2022: 7 x 10: 130ppHb: 978-0-367-75217-0: £120.00
Hb: 978-1-032-22705-4: £120.00eBook: 978-1-003-16154-7
eBook: 978-1-003-27381-3* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367752170
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032227054
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Nations and CapitalInvestment Aftercare Explained
The Missing Link in Global ExpansionA Guide for FDI Practitioners and Policymakers on How to Grow and

Retain Investors Zlatko Hadžidedić, Center for Nationalism Studies, Bosnia
and Herzegovina
Series: Routledge Studies in Nationalism and Ethnicity
Nations and Capital: The Missing Link in Global Expansion is a
groundbreaking analysis of the ultimate reasons for the
emergence of nations and nationalism, as a socio-political and
geopolitical instrument in the global expansion of capitalism.
This book will be of great interest to advanced undergraduate
students, postgraduate students, and researchers in political
science, sociology, history, international relations, security studies,
social and political theory, and nationalism studies.

Routledge

Carolina Arriagada Peters, Cities & Collaboration, UK, David
Coble, Central Bank of Chile, Chile, Toby X. Li, Texas A&M
University, USA and Brendan Lewis, RealSAM Inc, USA
This book is the first to systematically map the last step of the
foreign investor’s journey, usually referred to as post-investment,
aftercare or business retention and expansion. This book is an
essential read for all public administration staff related to FDI
attraction and promotion, practitioners in the private sector and
FDI consultants. It will also be of great interest to multilateral
organizations seeking to organize seminars and training courses
for capacity building. The book will also benefit researchers,
academics and postgraduate students of international relations,
foreign trade and internationalization. Market: Politics / Nationalism

February 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 140pp
Routledge Hb: 978-1-032-15970-6: £120.00
Market: Political Economy / Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) eBook: 978-1-003-24652-7
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 454pp * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032159706
Hb: 978-1-032-00627-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-00624-6: £36.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17495-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032006277
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New Directions in Uneven and Combined
Development

Material Politics of Citizenship
Connecting Migrations with Science and Technology Studies

Edited by Nina Amelung, Cristiano Gianolla, Joana Sousa
Ribeiro and Olga Solovova
From the intersection of citizenship, critical migration studies,
and science and technology studies (STS), this book examines,
across the various case studies, configurations between
technologies, infrastructures and citizenship that may constrain
acts of citizenship in migration and border regimes; constitute
contestation and participation over citizenship; or enable and
shape alternative acts of citizenship in migration and border
regimes.

The chapters in this book were originally published in the
Citizenship Studies.

Edited by Justin Rosenberg, Jack Brake, Tatiana Pignon and Lucas de Oliveira Paes
This book introduces Uneven and Combined Development as an approach in international
studies and showcases some of the latest and most innovative research in this field.

The chapters in this book were originally published in the Cambridge Review of International
Affairs.

Routledge
Market: Politics
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 310pp
Hb: 978-1-032-15269-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-24337-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032152691

Routledge
Market: Politics
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 178pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06226-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-20127-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032062266
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Party Politics in MicrostatesNational Role Conceptions in a New Millennium
Edited by Fernando Casal Bértoa, University of Nottingham, UK and Patrick Dumont,
Australian National University, Australia.

Defining a Place in a Changing World
Edited by Michael Grossman, University of Mount Union,
USA, Francis Schortgen, University of Mount Union, USA
and Gordon Friedrichs, Heidelberg University, Germany
Series: Role Theory and International Relations
This book looks at the transformation of the international system
through an examination of the role conceptions adopted by
the different global actors. Advancing current role theory
scholarship in International Relations, the contributors reflect
on the rise of new actors and the reemergence of old rivalries,
the decline of established norms, and the unleashing of internal
political forces such as nationalism and parochialism. National
Role Conceptions in a New Millennium is the first attempt to delve

Series: Routledge Studies on Political Parties and Party Systems
This volume provides a comprehensive overview of the evolution of political parties and
party systems in each of the democratic European microstates, which tend to be relatively
more democratic and stable than other party systems. Looking at party system development
and institutionalization, the book examines what has caused the stability of microstates’
party systems in the first place and to extract important lessons of how politics work in
other "low-scale" political contexts, for instance, at the sub-national level.

Routledge
Market: Politics
May 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-138-63449-7: £115.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138634497

into the motivations of states to seek role transition. It is ideal for those teaching and
studying both theory and method in international relations and foreign policy analysis.

Routledge
Market: Politics / International Relations / Foreign Policy Analysis
February 2022: 6 x 9: 192pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54538-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-09250-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367545383
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Soft Threats to National SecurityPositive Security
Antisemitism, BDS and the De-legitimization of IsraelGunhild Hoogensen Gjørv, University of Tromsø, Norway and Ali Bilgic,

Loughborough University, UK Edited by Dana Barnett and Efraim Karsh
This book explores the Boycott, Divestment, and Sanctions (BDS)
phenomenon – its impact and implications for Israel and the
Palestinian-Israeli conflict, as well as the inextricable linkage
between its anti-Israeli/anti-Zionist propaganda and
antisemitism, unraveled from yet unknown perspectives.

The chapters in this book were originally published as a special
issue of the Israel Affairs

Routledge

Series: Routledge Advances in International Relations and Global Politics
This book explores current thinking about positive security and seeks to suggest a
reformulated positive security concept, and to evaluate the efficacy of such a concept in
terms of foreign and security policy.

Routledge
Market: Politics / International Relations / Security
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 208pp
Hb: 978-0-415-48279-0: £115.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415482790

Market: Politics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 216pp
Hb: 978-1-032-14091-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-24315-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032140919
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Sovereignism and PopulismRevisiting State Personhood and World Politics
Citizens, Voters and Parties in Western European DemocraciesIdentity, Personality and the IR Subject
Edited by Linda Basile and Oscar Mazzoleni, University of Lausanne, SwitzerlandBianca Naude, University of the Free State, South Africa

Series: Psychoanalytic Political Theory
In this book Bianca Naude presents a holistic theory of states as
collectives of people that cannot be reduced to their individual
constituents. Moving among current research on the ontological
status of the state alongside important arguments in support
of the state personhood thesis, Naude specifically draws on
Kohutc to consider narcissism as an aspect of self-esteem rather
than a form of psychopathology. This book will help readers
understand how the state sees itself, why or when the state
experiences shame, humiliation, guilt or pride, and how it
responds to these self-conscious emotions. It will be a valuable
resource to researchers and students of International Relations.

At a time when populism and appeal for national and popular sovereignty are on the rise
- in Europe, the USA, and beyond - this volume proposes a new research agenda in political
science that focuses on the linkages between populist and sovereignism in Europe.

The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of the journal, European
Politics and Society.

Routledge
Market: Politics
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 132pp
Hb: 978-1-032-14814-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-24125-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032148144

Routledge
Market: Politics / International Relations Theory
December 2021: 6 x 9: 200pp
Hb: 978-1-032-10230-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-21613-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032102306
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Studies in Diplomacy and StatecraftRole Compatibility as Socialization
Essays in Honour of Erik GoldsteinThe Case of Pakistan
Edited by T. G. OtteDorothée Vandamme, University of Mons, Belgium

Series: Role Theory and International Relations
In this book, Dorothée Vandamme examines Pakistan’s
socialization process in terms of role compatibility in the
2008-2018 period. Adopting an Interpretative phenomenological
analysis (IPA) method of analysis, Vandamme builds on role
theory to develop a theory of socialization as role compatibility
to explain the dynamics of Pakistan’s (dys)functioning position
and its status-seeking process as a fully functioning member of
the international system. Role Compatibility as Socialization will
be of interest to graduate students and researchers who work
on and with role theory and socialization theory, and for those
with a research interest on South Asia.

The chapters in this edited volume, individually and collectively, pay homage to Erik
Goldstein’s contribution to contemporary scholarship in the fields of international history,
diplomatic studies and international security. The book offers insights into the rich tapestry
of past and present international relations with differing emphases on political, military
and cultural aspects.

The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of the journal,
Diplomacy & Statecraft.

Routledge
Market: Politics
March 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 210pp
Hb: 978-1-032-22289-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-27194-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032222899

Routledge
Market: Politics / International Relations / Theory
March 2022: 6 x 9: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-032-15851-8: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-24594-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032158518
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The Three Fields of Global Political EconomySubversive Pedagogies

Heikki Patomäki, University of Helsinki, Finland
Series: Innovations in International Affairs
The Three Fields of Global Political Economy provides a systematic
and future-oriented account of global political economy
dynamics since the industrial revolution and argues that major
changes and conflicting processes can be understood through
the concept of these three fields. This book will appeal to
advanced students and scholars of global studies, international
relations, international political economy, economic theory, and
governance, as well as those working in social theory and
sociology, and to a broader audience interested in
socioeconomics.

Radical Possibility in the Academy
Edited by Kate Schick, Te Herenga Waka—Victoria University
of Wellington, New Zealand. and Claire Timperley, Te
Herenga Waka—Victoria University of Wellington, NZ.
Series: Interventions
This interdisciplinary volume examines the place of critical and
creative pedagogies in the academy and beyond, offering
insights from leading and emerging international theorists and
scholar-activists on innovative theoretical and practical
interventions for the classroom, the university, and the public
sphere. The book will appeal to scholars and students from a
range of disciplinary backgrounds, including international
relations, political science, indigenous studies, feminist theory,
theatre studies, and education theory, as well as practitioners in

Routledge
Market: Global Political Economy
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 160pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76398-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-16679-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367763985
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theatre and the arts.

Routledge
Market: Politics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 244pp
Hb: 978-1-032-10810-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-10814-8: £36.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21718-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032108100

2nd Edition 
Through the Looking GlassThe Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Iran and Its Foreign Relations
Anu Sharma
This book analyses Iran’s foreign policy in order to better assess its relations with India and
the factors that are propelling the two nations closer. In a region susceptible to power
plays, how far can India-Iran partnership go?This book will be of interest to scholars of
International Relations, Iranian Politics and Iranian Foreign Policy.

Please note: Taylor & Francis does not sell or distribute the Hardback in South Asia.

Routledge
Market: Politics
February 2022: 6 x 9: 340pp
Hb: 978-1-032-23149-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-27597-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032231495
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Trade and Conflict

Development (OECD)
Richard Woodward, Coventry Business School, UK
Series: Global Institutions
This fully revised and updated second edition builds a well-rounded understanding of the 
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), a crucial, though often 
neglected, institution. A range of clearly written chapters chart the origins and evolution 
of the organization, present a framework for understanding it, set the OECD within the 
broader context of global governance, and evaluate its future prospects. This concise 
introduction continues to be vital reading for all students of international relations, politics 
and world history and affairs.

Routledge
Market: Politics/ International Political Economy / International Organizations
March 2022: 5.5 x 8.5: 160pp
Hb: 978-1-138-49470-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-351-02586-7
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-415-37197-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138494701

2nd Edition 
The Routledge Handbook of Diplomacy and
Statecraft

Trends in Economic Nationalism, Unilateralism and Protectionism
Edited by Samuel MacIsaac and Buck Duclos

Edited by B.J.C. McKercher, Royal Military College of Canada
Reflecting the profound changes in international society in the
past decade and the challenges that all Powers’ diplomacy and
statecraft face, whether opposing or encouraging these changes,
this fully revised and updated edition provides a unique
multi-faceted assessment by experts of the new international
order. Built around the thesis that Great Power rivalry dominated
after the end of the Cold War, it examines how this multi-polarity
has become more extreme. It will be of interest to government
and non-governmental actors, established scholars and students
in the fields of international relations, history and military studies.

Routledge

This book aims to reframe the broader debate on the recent globalization backlash and its
implications for middle-powers such as Canada. It tackles the trends of rising economic
nationalism, unilateralism and protectionism to shed light on these vital foreign policy
issues.

The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of the Canadian Foreign
Policy Journal

Routledge
Market: International Affairs/Trade
February 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 120pp
Hb: 978-1-032-19464-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-25931-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032194646

Market: Politics/ International Relations/ Comparative Politics
February 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 480pp
Hb: 978-0-367-86042-4: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-003-01662-5
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-415-78110-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367860424
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2nd Edition
Religion and Democracy
A Worldwide Comparison

Carsten Anckar, Åbo Akademi University, Finland
Series: Routledge Studies in Religion and Politics
This fully updated new edition empirically assesses the
relationship between religion and democracy, looking at global,
regional, and individual countries’ perspectives. Using a wide
range of quantitative data, the author tests the validity of
Huntington's claim that democracy and religion are tightly
connected, and that western Christianity is the only religion
capable of supporting democratic institutions. This book will be
of great interest to students, academics, and researchers within
the field of comparative politics, as well as journalists and various
theological associations.

Routledge
Market: Comparative Politics / Religion and Politics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 232pp
Hb: 978-0-367-71461-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-72134-3: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15356-6
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-415-55659-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367714611
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The Routledge Handbook of Religious Literacy,
Pluralism, and Global Engagement

Edited by Chris Seiple, Foreign Policy Research Institute,
USA and Dennis R. Hoover, Institute for Global Engagement,
USA
Series: Routledge International Handbooks
This pioneering handbook proposes an approach to pluralism
that is relational, principled, and non-relativistic, going beyond
banal calls for mere "tolerance". Through examination, reflection,
and case studies across multiple faith traditions and professional
fields, this handbook equips scholars and students, as well as
policymakers and practitioners, to assess, analyze, and act
collaboratively in a world of deep diversity.

Routledge
Market: Politics and Religion / Religious Literacy
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 468pp
Hb: 978-0-367-47802-5: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-003-03655-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367478025
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Politicised Cinema
Post-War Film, Cultural Diplomacy and UNESCO

Miia Huttunen, University of Jyväskylä, Finland
Series: Popular Culture and World Politics
Politicised Cinema demonstrates how taking a collection of
seemingly apolitical films and using them as an instrument for
serving explicit political aims can be used as a force for good.
This book will be of interest to students, researchers, and
academics in visual politics, cinematic international relations,
cultural diplomacy, global governance, and international cultural
politics, as well as film studies, Asian studies, and cultural studies.
In addition, policymakers and practitioners in the fields of cultural
diplomacy and cultural policy will find the empirical case study
to be of use in practical work.

Routledge
Market: Politics and Film
January 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 190pp
Hb: 978-1-032-12000-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-22260-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032120003
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Spectacle and Diversity
Transnational Media and Global Culture

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Antisemitism on Social Media
Edited by Monika Hübscher, University of Duisburg-Essen, Germany and Sabine von 
Mering, Brandeis University, USA
Antisemitism on Social Media is a book for all who want to understand this phenomeno. It 
addresses how social media with its technology and business model has revolutionized 
the dissemination of antisemitism, and how this impacts not only victims of antisemitic 
hate speech but also society at large. People working for social media companies, policy 
makers, practitioners, and journalists will benefit from the questions raised, the findings, 
and the recommendations. Educators who teach courses on antisemitism, hate speech, 
extremism, conspiracies, Holocaust denial, but also those who teach future leaders in 
computer technology will find this volume an important resource.

Routledge
Market: Sociology / Social Media
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 260pp
Hb: 978-1-032-05974-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-05969-3: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20049-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032059747

Fixing American Politics
Solutions for the Media Age

Lee Burton Artz
Series: Media and Power
This book shows how transnational media operate in the
contemporary world and what their impact is on film, television,
and the larger global culture. Intended for students of global
studies and international communication at all levels, the book
will appeal to a wide range of readers interested in the way
transnational media work and how that shapes our culture.

Routledge

Edited by Roderick P. Hart
Series: Media and Power
In short, provocative chapters, thirty-four prominent media and
politics scholars address the most pressing problems facing the
American people today and offer concrete solutions that inspire
reflection and debate as well as action.

Market: Politics
December 2021: 6 x 9: 260pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75419-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-75417-4: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16245-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367754198
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The Future of Global Competition
Ontological Security and Narratives in Chinese, Iranian, Russian, and
Venezuelan Media

Robert Hinck, Air University, USA, Asya Cooley, Oklahoma
State University, USA, Skye C. Cooley, Oklahoma State
University, USA and Sara Kitsch, Air University, USA
Series: Routledge Studies in Global Information, Politics and
Society
This book offers vital insight into the future global order by
comparatively charting national media perceptions regarding
future global competition, through the lens of Ontological
Security (OS). The authors employ a mixed-method approach
to analyze 620 news articles from Russian, Chinese, Venezuelan,
and Iranian news sources over a five-year period (2014-2019),
providing quantitative and qualitative comparisions and case

Routledge
Market: Politics
November 2021: 6 x 9: 298pp
Hb: 978-1-032-08010-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-85823-0: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21251-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032080109

2nd Edition 
Making Sense of Media and Politics
Five Principles in Political Communication
Gadi Wolfsfeld, Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel
In the new edition of this classic text, Gadi Wolfsfeld illustrates the five major principles 
needed to understand the interrelationship of media and politics.The new edition includes: 
up-to-date coverage of major political events in the last decade, including the landmark 
US elections of 2016 and 2020, an exploration of the "hybrid media system" that has 
developed over the last decade, discussions of misinformation and threats to democratic 
institutions, new forms of political engagement, and the economic base of the various 
forms of media,

Routledge
Market: Politics
March 2022: 6 x 9: 208pp
Hb: 978-1-032-00993-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-00983-4: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17665-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032009933

studies. The authors argue the narratives created form trajectories with inertial effects
grounded in their OS needs. Those engaged in the study of media, global politics,
international relations, and communication will find this book to be a critical source.

Routledge
Market: Politics / International Relations / Political Communication
December 2021: 6 x 9: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-032-05417-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-19747-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032054179
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Imagining Far-right TerrorismA Transnational History of Right-Wing Terrorism
Violence, Immigration, and the Nation State in Contemporary Western
Europe

Political Violence and the Far Right in Eastern and Western Europe since
1900

Josefin Graef, Independent Scholar, Germany
Series: Routledge Studies in Fascism and the Far Right
Imagining Far-right Terrorism explores far-right terrorism as an
object of the narrative imagination in contemporary Western
Europe. Western European societies are generally reluctant to
think of far-right violence as terrorism, but the reasons for this
remain little understood. This book focuses on the extraordinarily
complex case of the National Socialist Underground (NSU) in
Germany, and high-profile instances of racist violence in Sweden
and Norway. This much-needed volume will be of particular
interest to students and researchers of terrorism and political
violence, right-wing extremism, European politics, and
communication studies.

Edited by Johannes Dafinger, Alpen-Adria-Universität
Klagenfurt, Austria and Moritz Florin,
Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg, Germany
Series: Routledge Studies in Fascism and the Far Right
A Transnational History of Right-Wing Terrorism offers new insights
into the history of right-wing extremism and violence in Europe,
East and West, from 1900 until the present day. It is the first book
to take such a broad historical approach to the topic and will be
of great interest to students and scholars of right-wing
extremism, fascism, Nazism, terrorism and political violence.

Routledge
Market: History & Politics / Far-right terrorism
February 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 250pp
Hb: 978-0-367-37209-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-69705-1: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-367-81612-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367372095
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Narrative, Political Violence and Social Change

Edited by Raquel Da Silva, University of Birmingham, UK,
Josefin Graef, Independent Scholar, Germany and Nicolas
Lemay-Hébert
Narrative, Political Violence and Social Change is a call for engaging
actively and critically with the ontological, epistemological, and
methodological implications of narrative in the study of political
violence and terrorism.

The chapters in this book were originally published as a special
issue of the Studies in Conflict & Terrorism

Routledge

Routledge
Market: History / Terrorism
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 290pp
Hb: 978-0-367-61210-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-61336-5: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10525-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367612108

6th Edition
Conflict After the Cold War
Arguments on Causes of War and Peace

Edited by Richard K. Betts
Edited by one of the most renowned scholars in the field, Richard
Betts’ Conflict After the Cold War assembles classic and
contemporary readings on enduring problems of international
security.

Routledge Market: Politics
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 156ppMarket: Politics
Hb: 978-1-032-13870-1: £120.00January 2022: 6 x 9: 722pp
eBook: 978-1-003-23121-9Hb: 978-1-032-01009-0: £270.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032138701Pb: 978-1-032-01008-3: £94.99

eBook: 978-1-003-17674-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032010090
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The Politics of Conflict and TransformationEthics and Terrorism
The Island of Ireland in Comparative PerspectiveEdited by Max Taylor and John Horgan

This book provides a unique insight into the ethical issues and
dilemmas facing practitioners and researchers of terrorism and
counter terrorism. It recognizes that there are conflicting and
often irreconcilable perspectives from which to view terrorism
and terrorism research.

The chapters in this book were originally published as a special
issue of the Terrorism and Political Violence.

Routledge

Edited by Gladys Ganiel and David Mitchell, Trinity College
Dublin, Ireland
Series: Routledge Studies in Nationalism and Ethnicity
This book contains original research on conflict, peacebuilding
and the current state of identities and relationships in relation
to the Northern Ireland conflict. It accesses the state of national
identity politics in Northern Ireland a generation after the 1998
Agreement, as well as the impact and meaning of Brexit. It
considers feminist and faith-based peace activism during ‘the
Troubles’, and expressions of Irish national identity.

The chapters in this book were originally published as a special
issue of the Irish Political Studies.Market: Politics

November 2021: 7 x 10: 202pp Routledge
Hb: 978-1-032-12065-2: £120.00 Market: Politics
eBook: 978-1-003-22287-3 November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 180pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032120652 Hb: 978-1-032-11646-4: £120.00

eBook: 978-1-003-22090-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032116464
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Decolonizing the Social Sciences and the
Humanities

A Guidebook for City and County Managers
Meeting Today's Challenges

James M. Bourey, Independent, USA
Series: Routledge Research in Public Administration and Public
Policy
Whether you are a student preparing for a career in public
administration, mid-career professional manager or seasoned
veteran, A Guidebook for City and County Managers provides policy
guidance and advice to local governmental challenges and
issues. Assuming a knowledge of the basics of public
management, James M. Bourey provides real world
recommendations for issues managers are facing this decade
and beyond. Bourey shows that managers must have a
knowledge of ways to improve their communities and take the
initiative to enhance the quality of life of its residents. Making a

An Anti-Elitism Manifesto
Bernd Reiter, Texas Tech University, USA
In this book Bernd Reiter contributes to the ongoing efforts to
decolonize the social sciences and humanities, by arguing that
true decolonization implies a liberation from elite culture that
Western civilization has perpetually promoted. Reiter brings
together lessons from field research on a Colombian indigenous
society, a maroon society, also in Colombia, from Afro-Brazilian
religion, from Spanish Anarchism, and from German Council
democracy. Decolonizing the Social Sciences and the Humanities
is written for students, scholars, and social justice activists across
cultural anthropology, sociology, geography, Latin American
Studies, Africana Studies, and political science.

difference is both the reason for the job and its reward. This book provides a roadmap for
the journey.

Routledge
Market: Politics / Public Administration & Public Policy
January 2022: 5.5 x 8.5: 144pp
Hb: 978-1-032-19798-2: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-26275-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032197982
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Collaboration in Government

Routledge
Market: Politics / Decolonization
December 2021: 6 x 9: 168pp
Hb: 978-1-032-14603-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-14602-7: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-24010-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032146034

2nd Edition
Effective Nonprofit ManagementForms and Practices

Shamima Ahmed, Northern Kentucky University, Highland
Heights, USA
Series: ASPA Series in Public Administration and Public Policy
Grounded in the practical experiences of real-life nonprofit
managers, this thoroughly revised second edition explores
contemporary issues that are becoming central to effective
nonprofit management. Each chapter introduces the reader to
relevant and current scholarship on the topic, utilizes the
language of nonprofit practice, explores contemporary issues
and examples, provides practical tips, includes text boxes with
profiles of nonprofit organizations and best practices, and ends
with a short and practical case study followed by discussion
questions.

David E. McNabb, Pacific Lutheran University, Tacoma,
Washington, USA and Carl R. Swenson
This book comprehensively explore the many different forms of
collaboration in government, both formal and informal, including
strategic alliances, intergovernmental networks, and
public-private partnerships. It is designed to help public
organizations parse the new and emerging forms of public
partnerships and to develop the skills needed to manage them.
This book will be of interest to public servants who collaborate
in their daily work, as well to students of public administration
and public policy.

Routledge
Market: Nonprofit Management / Public Administration
November 2021: 6 x 9: 370pp
Hb: 978-1-032-14612-6: £52.99
eBook: 978-1-003-24015-0
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-439-81548-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032146126
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Ethics for Evaluation
Beyond “doing no harm” to “tackling bad” and “doing good”
Edited by Rob D. van den Berg, King's College London, UK, Penny Hawkins,
Independent Evaluation Consultant and Nicoletta Stame, Sapienza University of
Roma, Italy
Series: Comparative Policy Evaluation
In this book diverse perspectives on ethical guidance in evaluation are untangled and
ordered in a theoretical framework focusing on evaluations doing no harm, tackling bad
and doing good. Divided into four parts a diverse group of subject experts present a practical
look at ethics, utilizing practical experience to analyze how ethics have been applied in
evaluations, and how new approaches can shape the future of ethics. Ethics for Evaluation
presents evaluators, commissioners of evaluation, policy makers and practitioners with
inspiration for an ethical perspective on how evaluation can contribute towards solving
problems.

Routledge
Market: Politics / Governance / Ethics
December 2021: 6 x 9: 312pp
Hb: 978-1-032-15451-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-24723-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032154510

Routledge
Market: Public Administration & Public Policy
November 2021: 6 x 9: 252pp
Hb: 978-1-032-02164-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-02163-8: £36.99
eBook: 978-1-003-18217-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032021645

3rd Edition
Cost and Optimization in Government
An Introduction to Cost Accounting, Operations Management, and
Quality Control
Aman Khan, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, USA
Series: Public Administration and Public Policy
The careful management of costs and operations are two of the most essential elements 
for successful operation of any organization – public, private, or nonprofit. This book 
demonstrates that a good grounding in cost basics, especially those related to cost 
accounting, operations management, and quality control can help all organizations, in 
particular government, increase efficiency, improve performance, and, in the end, do a 
better job of running its everyday operation.

Cost and Optimization is required reading for practicing public managers and students of 
public administration in need of a clear, concise guide to maximizing public resource 
efficiency.

Routledge
Market: Public Administration
March 2022: 6 x 9: 384pp
Hb: 978-1-032-20687-5: £52.99
eBook: 978-1-003-27518-3
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-420-06721-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032206875
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9th Edition 
Public Administration
Understanding Management, Politics, and Law in the Public Sector

David H. Rosenbloom, American University, Washington
DC, USA, Robert S. Kravchuk and Richard M Clerkin
Public Administration: Understanding Management, Politics,
and Law in the Public Sector, Ninth Edition grounds students in
the fundamentals of public administration while embracing its
complexity. It describes, explains, and analyses public
administration through the lenses of three well-established
perspectives: management, politics, and law.

Together these revisions reinvigorate the book yet retain its core
structure, ideas, and familiarity for students and instructors alike.
This time-tested and fully up to date textbook is required reading
for all students of public administration, public management,
and nonprofit management.

Routledge
Market: Public Administration & Public Policy
January 2022: 7 x 10: 640pp
Hb: 978-1-032-05560-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-05555-8: £74.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19811-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032055602

3rd Edition
Public Policymaking in a Democratic Society

Larry N. Gerston, San Jose State University, California, USA
This widely acclaimed book provides a clear and concise
overview of public policymaking, designed to equip citizens to
participate more effectively in the policymaking process. It gently
introduces the reader to the players and institutions that
comprise the public policymaking process of American society,
and it demonstrates the many access points in the public
policymaking process where one can participate. This book may
be used in introductory courses on public policy, internships, or
service-learning programs. It equally serves as an invaluable
resource for any organized effort to involve citizens in
community service and the exercise of civic responsibility.

Routledge
Market: Public Policy
November 2021: 6 x 9: 218pp
Hb: 978-1-032-13455-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-13454-3: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22927-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032134550
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Teaching Public Budgeting and Finance
A Practical Guide

Edited by Bruce D. McDonald III, North Carolina State
University, USA and Meagan M. Jordan
Series: Routledge Public Affairs Education
While no one book can provide a final say on classroom
instruction, this first-of-its kind primer on teaching public
budgeting and financial management courses is a detailed,
indispensable guide for all faculty looking to improve the
learning experience of students in the classroom. Teaching Public
Budgeting and Finance: A Practical Guide is required reading for
early career faculty as they prepare to teach the course for what
may be the first time, as well as for more senior faculty looking
to update their course, complement their own teaching
strengths, or teaching the course for the first time in several

years.

Routledge
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Intergovernmental Relations
State and Local Challenges in the Twenty-First Century
Jonathan M. Fisk, Auburn University, USA
Intergovernmental Relations: State and Local Challenges in the Twenty-First Century examines 
the sources behind state-local conflict to better understand where this critical 
intergovernmental relationship may be breaking down, and to ultimately identify solutions 
and policy tools that build upon the strengths of state and local governments, mitigate 
conflicts, and improve the quality of life for citizens.

This book offers an ideal supplement for students enrolled in courses on public policy, 
federalism, state and local government, and public administration.

Routledge
Market: Public Administration & Public Policy
April 2022: 6 x 9: 264pp
Hb: 978-1-032-22401-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-27244-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032224015

Methods of the Policy Process
Edited by Christopher M. Weible, University of Colorado Denver, USA and Samuel 
Workman, West Virginia University, USA
Methods of the Policy Process allows the leading researchers in the different theoretical 
traditions a space to share the means by which they put their research into action.

Methods of the Policy Process is especially beneficial to people new to the field, including 
students enrolled in policy process courses, as well as those without access to formal 
training. For scholars experienced in applying theories, this edited volume is a helpful 
reference to clarify best practices in research methods.

Routledge
Market: Public Policy
April 2022: 6 x 9: 312pp
Hb: 978-1-032-21583-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-21572-3: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-26908-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032215839
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Policy Styles and Trust in the Age of Pandemics
Global Threat, National Responses
Edited by Nikolaos Zahariadis, Rhodes College, USA, Evangelia Petridou, Mid Sweden 
University, Sweden, Theofanis Exadaktylos, University of Surrey, UK and Jörgen Sparf, 
Mid Sweden University, Sweden
Series: Routledge Studies in Governance and Public Policy
This book explores the reasons behind the variation in national responses to the COVID-19 
pandemic. In doing so, it furthers the policy studies scholarship through an examination 
of the effects of policy styles on national responses to the pandemic. It will be of key interest 
to scholars and students of public policy, public administration, political science, sociology, 
public health, and crisis management/disaster management studies.

Routledge
Market: Public Policy
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 272pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68396-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-68392-4: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13739-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367683962
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Pb: 978-1-032-14668-3: £34.99
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The Politics of Local Innovation
Conditions for the Development of Innovations

Edited by Hubert Heinelt, Darmstadt University of
Technology, Germany., Björn Egner, Technische Universität
Darmstadt, Germany and Nikolaos-Komninos Hlepas,
University of Athens, Greece
Series: Routledge Studies in Governance and Public Policy
Some cities manage to mobilize innovation potentials and
respond to challenges, such as demographic change and
immigration as well as economic restructuring, while others do
not. This book solves this problem by answering the following
question: What are the conditions for the development of local
innovation? This book will be of interest to scholars and students
of political science and policy analysis, as well as sociology,
geography, urban studies, and planning. It will also interest local

politicians and bureaucrats concerned with achieving innovation in cities.

Routledge
Market: Urban Politics / Local Innovation
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 238pp
Hb: 978-0-367-53408-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-08400-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367534080
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Undergraduate Public Affairs Education
Building the Next Generation of Public and Nonprofit Administrators

Edited by Madinah F. Hamidullah
Series: Routledge Public Affairs Education
Exploring the variety of programs that are offered in public and
nonprofit affairs/administration, the different degree
components and specializations, assessment and outcome
practices, the current place of accreditation, and the appropriate
resources available for program directors and administrators,
this book will be of interest to faculty and advanced graduate
students teaching/developing curruicula in public and nonprofit
degree programs that have undergraduate students.

Routledge
Market: Public Administration / Higher Education
November 2021: 6 x 9: 154pp
Hb: 978-1-032-12986-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-12984-6: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22712-0
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Understanding the Politics of Pandemic
Emergencies in the time of COVID-19
An Introduction to Global Politosomatics
Mika Aaltola, Finnish Institute of International Affairs, Finland
Series: The Politics of Pandemics
This book reviews the political significance of COVID-19 in the context of earlier pandemic
encounters and scares in order to understand the ways in which it challenges the existing
individual health, domestic order, international health governance actors and, more
fundamentally, the circulation-based modus operandi of the present world order. It will
be of key interest to scholars and students of global health and governance, pandemic
security, epidemics, history of medicine, geopolitics, international relations and general
readers interested in the COVID-19 pandemic.

Routledge
Market: Politics
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 304pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76966-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-76965-9: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16914-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367769666
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Studies in Contemporary Journalism and
Communication in Russia’s Provinces

Role Theory and Russian Foreign Policy
Rolling Changes in National Role Conceptions
Damian Strycharz Edited by Greg Simons and Anna Sumskaya
Series: Role Theory and International Relations Series: Studies in Contemporary Russia
In this book Damian Strycharz analyzes leaders’ perceptions and the interactions between
internal and external factors shaping Russian foreign policy decisions. Challenging existing

This book examines the contemporary communicational practices of journalists and media
outlets and the consumption and reception patterns of audiences in Russia’s provinces

interpretations, Strycharz examines Russia’s reactions to the 2003-4 color revolutions in with an emphasis upon the intergenerational transmission of culture and memory. Covering
Georgia and Ukraine, the Five-Day War in Georgia and the Euromaidan Revolution. He topics not often discussed, this volume offers an important contribution for everyone
argues that divergent reactions to these upheavals result from a profound change in the interested in Russian politics, culture, journalism and history and the study of local and

regional communication studies.leadership perceptions of Russia’s international responsibilities. Role Theory and Russian
Foreign Policy is an ideal resource for scholars and researchers of International Relations,
Foreign Policy, and Post-Soviet Politics. Routledge

Market: Politics
Routledge April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 248pp
Market: Politics / International Relations / Foreign Policy Hb: 978-1-032-20960-9: £120.00
April 2022: 6 x 9: 264pp eBook: 978-1-003-26611-2
Hb: 978-1-032-11280-0: £120.00 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032209609
eBook: 978-1-003-21920-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032112800
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Russia’s Cultural Statecraft

Edited by Tuomas Forsberg, University of Helsinki, Finland.
and Sirke Mäkinen, University of Helsinki, Finland.
Series: Studies in Contemporary Russia
This book focuses on Russia’s cultural statecraft in dealing with
a number of institutional cultural domains such as education,
museums and monuments, high arts and sport. It analyses to
what extent Russia’s cultural activities abroad have been used
for foreign policy purposes, and perceived as having a political
dimension. It presents a broad and nuanced view of how Russia
sees the role of culture in its external relations, how this shapes
the image of Russia, and how this cultural statecraft is received
by foreign audiences. It will be of interest to scholars and
students of Russian foreign policy and external relations and

those working on the role of culture in world politics.
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Hb: 978-0-367-69435-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-14178-5
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Russian Realism
Defending 'Derzhava' in International Relations
Andrei P. Tsygankov, San Francisco State University, USA
Series: Worlding Beyond the West
Russian Realism analyzes Russian contemporary geopolitical thinking, or realism, and explores
the notion of Derzhava as the foundation of Russian realism. The author defines Russian
realists as all those favoring actions by the Russian state in defense of its interests, including
protection of national sovereignty, security, power, and prestige on the international scene.
This book will be of interest to students and scholars of Russian foreign policy, IR theory,
diplomatic studies, political science, and European history. It will also appeal to a broader
general audience of those interested in Russia and international politics.

Routledge
Market: International Relations / Russian Realism
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 180pp
Hb: 978-1-032-16230-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-24764-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032162300
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